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ration of the year.
The Battle in Kentucky.
Full and Important Particulars.
How Zollicoffer Was Killed.
----- +-----
We oopy from the correspondence of tlie 
Cincinnati Gazette the following details of the 
late and most important victory of the Union 
troops in Kentucky:
PRELIMINARIES.
The enemy under the immediate command 
of Major-General Crittenden, marched, eight 
regiments strong, from their camp, last Satur­
day night. Their mounted grand guards were 
skirmishing through the greater part of the 
night with ours. Col. Wolford’s cavalry were 
doing outpost duty that night, and by their 
behavior then, and in the battle afterward, 
completely cleared away the reproach which 
some unworthy officers have brought upon 
them. They will always fight well when Wol­
ford is with them. The tenth Indiana occu­
pied a wooded hill on the right of the road.— 
On the left was a field, stretching down the 
hill for several hundred yards. In front of 
the woods was another field of about twenty 
acres.
THE ENEMY ATTACK DVR ADVANCE.
The enemy formed in these two fields, at­
tacking the Indiana troops both in front and 
upon their left flank. A section of Captain 
Standart’s battery had been brought up, and 
was stationed in the road. The attack here 
was made about seven o’clock in the morning. 
Col. Monson coming up to the position just af­
ter the attack began, and seeing that his men 
must be overpowered before.the other regi­
ments could come up, ordered his men to fall 
back, which they did in good order, fighting 
as they went. Capt Standart reluctantly gave 
up the privilege of “ giving the enemy one 
good blizzhrd” from that point, and retired 
too.
Immediately to the rear of the woods where 
the Tenth was stationed in another field, with 
a steep descent to a ravine, and then comes 
another dense forest. On the left of the road 
the clearings continue to the ravine, the sides 
of which at that point are covered with a 
growth of scrub oaks and other timber.
TROOPS RETIRE, ARE REINFORCED, FORM A 
“ v” AND MAKE A STAND.
After crossing the river another field lies 
on the left of the road. The Tenth retired 
through the fields on the right of the road, and 
through the woods for about a hundred and 
fifty yards to the rear of the ravine. At this 
point, Col. Fry’s Fourth Kentucky came up 
and formed along the fence', which separates 
the road from the field on the left. There is 
so fence on the right of the road at that point. 
The two regiments here formed in the shape 
of a “V,” its point toward the enemy advan­
cing from the ravine, behind which they had 
reformed after their temporary success in the 
first attack. For nearly an hour they tried to 
break that “V,” but failed.
What rebel regiments came through the 
woods to attack the Tenth at this place, I have 
not learned. Those which attacked Col. Fry 
were Battle’s Tennessee and the Fifteenth 
Mississippi, the “ Wigfall Rifles’’ and the 
“ Mississippi Tigers,” as they loved to call 
themselves. These were the crack regiments 
of the enemy, and they sustained their repu­
tation. Again and Rgain they charged across 
the field, but were always met by the terrible 
fire of the Kentucky Fourth and driven back.
IIOW ZOLLICOFFER FELL.
At the point of the “ V” died Gen. Zollicof­
fer. He fell nearer our camp than any other 
man of his army. He was with Battle’s regi­
ment, his own home friends, born and brought 
up around him at Nashville. A short distance 
from him, to his right, a party of his men had 
been broken from their comrades and were 
Kerddog together like frightened deer. Col. 
Fry’s men were about to fire on them. Col. 
Fry himself was at the right of his regiment 
at the point of greatest danger. Gen. Z. was 
on foot and within a few feet of the Colonel.— 
A gum coat concealed his uniform. Seeing 
the condition of his men, as the Colonel rode 
up, Gen. Z. said to Col. Fry, “Colonel, you 
would not fire upon your friends, would you?” 
Col. F. supposed, from the General’s manner 
and remark, that he was one of our own offi­
cers, and at once replied, “Certainly not, sir ; 
I have no such intention.” He turned and 
rode a few steps, when one of the General’s 
Aides-fired at him wounding his horse. Be­
lieving that he was tricked, Col. F. at once 
wheeled and fired at the General. The latter 
raised his hand so his head and fell dead.— 
Another ball struck him at the same moment, 
I believe, in the arm.
BAILIE PEYTON, JR.
Here, too, fell young Bailie Peyton, son of a 
venerable man well known to the nation.— 
Young Peyton like his father, struggled long 
against disunion. He was hissed and insulted 
in the streets last May for telling his love for 
the old Union.
JOEL ALLAN BATTLE.
It was near this point that my only person­
al triend, so far as I know, in the Southern ar­
my, was wounded. Youremember Allen Bat­
tle. I here is no one of the Oxford boy’s of 
four years ago who does not remember and 
love him, and who did not mourn when we 
heard that he had joined the rebel army.
DESPERATE FIGHTING.
The death of their General does not seem to 
have greatly disheartened the enemy. They 
continued their attacks with as much vehe­
mence as ever. The Second Minnesota Regi­
ment came up and formed along the fence, on 
the left of the Fourth Kentucky. The rebels 
etill extended their line to flank us on that 
side. The 15th Mississippi charged up to the 
fence, and the men in the two regiments fought 
hand to hand, catching hold of each other's 
guns, and trying to drag them through and 
over the fence, but it was all in vain.
THE CHARGE—THE NINTH OHIO AND TENTH
INDIANA.
McCook’s gallant Dutchmen came up to sup­
port the Tenth, forming on their right, and 
with them, driving the enemy out ofthe woods, 
over the ravine, up the hill, across the field 
to the right ofthe road. The Fourteenth Ohio, 
which, with the Ninth, had marched all night 
to get to the battle, together with the two East 
Tennessee and the Twelfth Kentucky Regi­
ments, were coming up. The enemy them­
selves were in danger of being outflanked and 
cut off from their retreat. Standart’s battery 
was in full play, with deadly effect, on their
centre. Kinney’s and Whitmore’s were ad­
vancing. There was no help for it, the day 
was lost to the rebels, and thev must retreat. 
They’ were pushed back, flying as they went 
across the fields. Our deadly Minie balls told 
fearfully on their ranks; yet the loss was not 
all theirs. Many’ of our brave fellows dropped. 
Colonel Wolford’s horse was shot under him, 
as he charged upon their centre. Bob McCook 
was wounded and his horse shot under him. 
But a bullet through the heart would hardly’ 
stop him.
THE REBELS RETREAT.
On they went. The enemy is driven through 
the woods, where, an hour and a half before, 
they so nearly surrounded the Tenth, the he­
roes of Rich Mountain. Many regiments are 
completely broken, and run for the forests on 
the left. Wood’s Alabama regiment breaks 
for a swamp and scatters there. It has a home 
look to them, and is a safer place than the road 
or the fields. Some regiments act together, 
and form in a field a mile to the rear of their 
first position. But Standart’s shells, thrown 
from the hill where the section was so nearly’ 
taken, begin to fall among them. They fly 
again pursued by our victorious troops. For 
the third and last time they form only’ to be 
scattered as before.
THE RETREAT BECOMES A ROUT.
After this the rout is complete. Panic- 
stricken, they fly in all directions. The pur­
suit is pressed up to the very intrenchments of 
the enemy. Two of their pieces have been 
taken. The third, which they’ took with them, 
is only saved to be left behind in their flight 
across the river. Our cannon open on their 
camp, our shells falling into their most effect­
ive battery, killing four ofthe men at their 
guns and driving the rest away. The dark­
ness of nightfall only prevents a general as­
sault, and our troops lie down, hoping in the 
morning to complete the good work of that 
Sabbath, a work they had not sought for they 
were resting that day, preparatory’ to the at­
tack which Gen. Thomas had intended to make 
on Monday.
THE FIELD AFTER THE BATTLE—THE REBEL 
WOUNDED.
I rode over the battlefield in the evening.— 
Our men. were burying the dead, but many still 
lay ghastly where they fell. The wounded had 
been all taken up. The same kind treatment 
was extended to the enemy’s wounded which 
was given to our own. The universel remark 
which they made to me as I passed through 
the hospital, was, “ We never expected to be 
treated so. We have been misled. We ex­
pected to be served like dogs should we fall 
into your hands. You are kinder to us than 
we would have been you.” The only differ­
ence was in the burial of the dead. Those 
of the enemy’ were laid together in common 
pits. Our own were buried in separate graves, 
and on many’ of them I saw young cedars al­
ready planted by their comrades.
Beside one of the graves prepared for the 
enemy’s killed, I noticed several lying ready 
to be interred. One poor boy lay in the exact 
position, as I was told, in which he was found. 
He rested on his side, his head lying on his 
right arm, while his left hand was loosely 
closed on his right elbow. His eyes were 
closed, and be looked as though he had just 
fallen asleep.
WHY THEY ATTACKED THOMAS.
It will be a matter of surprise to the whole 
nation that the rebels should leave their forti­
fied camp on the river to attack up in the open 
field. The fact is they knew that they either 
had to fight or retreat. Gen. Boyle’s brigade 
bad cut off their river communication with 
Nashville and threatened their rear. They 
knew that General Thomas was advancing on 
the Columbia road, and that his regiments 
had necessarily become scattered by reason of 
the bad roads and high water. They’ had 
found out that we had taken possession of 
Hudson’s Ford. They believed that Fishing 
Creek was so high that Gen. Schoepf’s forces 
could not cross, and were totally unaware of 
the arrival of the two Tennessee regiments 
and the I2th Kentucky at Gen. Thomas’ camp. 
In danger of being surrounded completely’ 
and starved out, they’ had either to retreat or 
do what they did—try to cut us up piecemeal. 
They thought that they’ were attacking but 
three regiments. They made the attempt and 
were bitterly foiled. They left on the field of 
battle one hundred and fifty dead and as 
many wounded, besides the many whom they 
succeeded in sending away before the pursuit 
became too hot for them. Our loss was thirty- 
eight killed and one hundred and thirty-four 
wounded.
THE BATTLE AT MILL SPRING.
Gen. Thomas’ Official Report.
Louisville, Jan. 22. 
To Major General McClellan,
Commanding U. S. A :—
The following has just been received from 
General Thomas :
The rout of the enemy’ was complete. Af­
ter succeeding in getting two pieces of artillery 
across the river, and upwards of fifty, wagons 
they were abandoned with all the ammunition 
in the depot in Mill Spring. They then threw 
away their arms and dispersed through the 
mountains by ways in the direction of Monti­
cello ; but are so completely demofalized that 
I don’t believe they will make a stand short 
of Tennessee. The property captured on this 
side of the river is of great value, amounting 
to eight six-pounders and two Parrott guns 
with caissons filled with ammunition, about 
100 four-horse wagons and upwards of 1,200 
horses and mules, several boxes of arms which 
had never been opened, and from 500 to 1,000 
muskets, mostly with flint locks but in good 
order ; subsistence stores enough to serve the 
entire command for three days ; also a large 
amount of hospital stores. As soon as I re­
ceive the report of the brigade commanders I 
will furnish a detailed report of the battle.— 
Our loss was 39 killed, and 127 wounded.— 
Among the wounded were Colonel McCook, of 
the 9rh Ohio, commanding a brigade and his 
aid, Lieutenant Burt, of the 18th U. S. Infan­
try. The loss of the rebels was Zollicoffer, 
114 others killed and buried, 116 wounded, 
and 45 prisoners, not wounded, five of whom 
are surgeons, and Lieut. Col. Carter of the 
17th Tennessee Regiment.
(Signed) . GEN. THOMAS.
D. C. BUEL, Brigadier Gen. Commanding.
The Battle at Mill Spring.
General order in respect to the battle of Mill 
Spring;
War Department, Jan. 22, 1862.
The President, Commander-in-chief of the 
’ Army and Navy, has received information of 
a brilliant victory achieved by the United 
States forces ever a large body of armed trait­
ors and rebels at Mill Spring, in the State of 
Kentucky. He returns thanks to the gallant 
officers and soldiers who won that victory, and 
when the official reports shall be received, the 
military skill and personal valor displayed in 
battle will be acknowledged and rewarded in 
a fitting manner. The courage that encount­
ered and vanquished the greatly superior num­
bers of the rebel force, pursued and attacked 
them in their entrenchments, and paused not
until the enemy was completely routed, merits] 
and receives commendation. The purpose of 
this war is to pursue and destroy a. rebellious 
enemy, and to deliver the country’ from danger. 
Menaced by traitors, alacrity, daring, courage­
ous spirit and patriotic zeal, on all occasions 
and under every circumstance, are expected 
from the army of the United States. In the 
prompt and spirited movements and daring at 
the battle of Mill Spring, the nation will real­
ize its hopes, and the people of the United 
States will rejoice to honor every soldier and 
officer, who proves his courage bv charging 
with the bayonet and storming entrenchments, 
or in the blaze ofthe enemy’s fire.
By order of the President.
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.
Rebel Account of the Somerset Affair.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 25.
The defeat in Kentucky is at last admitted. 
The Day Book has a heading: “Further Par­
ticulars frrm Somerset—Disaster not as Bad as 
first Reported—6,000 Confederates Attack 14,- 
OOOFederals.” ThePetsrsburgh Express sends 
us the following: When Gen. Crittenden be­
gan the attack on the enemy, he supposed their 
number to be fifteen hundred, but afterwards 
found it to be fourteen thousand.
Zollicoffer was killed early in the engage­
ment. Gen. Crittenden was wounded, and Col. 
Carroll took command and recrossed the Cum­
berland. Our loss was three hundred; the en­
emy’s four or five hundred.
Rutledge’s and McClarnis’s batteries were 
left on the field.
The enemy’ were repulsed three times, and 
fell back to their fortifications, and they then 
outflanked us. We lost all our horses, tents, 
equipments, and eleven guns, spiked or thrown 
into the river.
Colonels Powell, Battle, Stalin and Cum­
mings were wounded: Major Fobb was woun­
ded in the hip. Our forced numbered six thou­
sand. ------------ *•«»»*---------- —
The Richmond Dispatch on the Battle in
Kentucky.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 26.
The Richmond Dispatch of Friday shows that 
the rebels are much perplexed at their defeat 
in Kentucky. The Dispatch says that we re­
gret to say that the report of the Federal vic­
tory in Kentncky, conveyed to us on Wednes­
day night through Northern sources, is more 
than confirmed by intelligence received here at 
the War Department. It appears that our de­
feat was more decisive than even the Northern 
accounts had led us to believe.
Theeditorsays that the disaster in Kentucky, 
and the apprehension it has excited for the 
safety of our connection with the south-west, 
through Virginia and Tennessee, and the East 
Tennessee & Virginia Railroad, and the possi­
ble interruption of our intercourse with the 
South via the Wilmington & Welden Railroad, 
by the Burnside expedition, directs attention to 
the vital importance of compleling the connec­
tion between Richmond and Danville, and the 
North Caroliga Railroad.
From the New York Journal of Commerce.
. Ancient Coinage.
When the metals, known as precious, first 
became the medium of exchange, it is impossi­
ble to affirm, nor why they’ were selected for 
this purpose. Their utility would have been 
naturally’ the test of value, but gold was not 
put to any purposes of usefulness in the early 
times, and was not by any means to be compar- 
edjvith iron for general value in the arts. The 
earliest mention of gold is in the description of 
the flow of the rivers from Eden, in the 2d 
chapter of Genesis. The land of Havilah, 
“ where there is gold,” spoken of here, is by 
some supposed to be India, by some a place 
on the Caspian sea (C'hwala,) and others a 
district in Abrabia Felix, named after the son 
of Cush (Genesis x. 7.) But this Havilah was 
of the time of Moses so tar as its gold-produ­
cing character is concerned. The question 
how gold first began to be valued more than 
other metals remains unanswered. We find 
it, when first spoken of in the possession of 
men, as forming part of the wealth of Abra­
ham. He was rich in silver and gold (Gene­
sis xiii. 2 ; xxiv. 35). The first uses we find 
it put to are for personal ornaments for females. 
Rebekah received from Eleazar golden earrings 
and bracelets. At later periods, as in the 
days of Joseph, it was used also for royal 
chains, worn about the neck. At still later 
periods, its dazzling splendour had led to its 
use in temples and public buildings for over­
laying wood. But it remains to be believed 
that the original cause of valuing gold was 
much the same which now keeps up its value, 
personal pride in owning something rare, 
which others could not procure. Vanity is at 
the foundation of our highest valuations !
Silver has much the same history. Both 
metals were valued for their ornamental qual­
ities, their permanent lustre, and not for prac­
tical utility. It seems that the age of utilita­
rianism did not last long after the flood, and 
it is worth noticing that if gold were now aban­
doned by the world for purposes of vanity and 
luxury, it would rapidly’ sink to worthless­
ness.
Brass was known apparently’ in the earliest 
times, as also iron, (Genesis iv. 22,). though 
what the brass was, whether pure copper and 
some other metal, is not to be known. We 
have no evidence that either of these metals 
was used for coin till long after gold and sil­
ver had been in use.
We have, in a former article, stated that 
gold and silver were used as mediums of ex­
change by weight long before they’ were coin­
ed. Copper, known as Aes„ was coined in It­
aly not long after gold in Greece. But the 
ancients seem to have sought out many sub­
stances for coinage.
The materials which have been used for coin 
in various ages of the world form an interest­
ing subject of investigation. The subject pos­
sesses special interest just now, when so many 
persons imagine that the constitutional autho­
rity to coin money is limited to coining it out 
of gold and silver. We learn from Suidas 
that the Romans used money of leather and 
of shells. The leather money’ may possibly 
have been a representative of value, but this is 
conjecture. Another ancient writer informs 
us that wooden money’ was used by the same 
nation in early times. Aristides (injthe Orat. 
I[. Platon.) says that leather money was used 
in Carthage, and Seneca (de Benef. V. 14.) 
says that it was used in Sparta. Iron money 
is spoken of as in use at Clazomenae, Sparta, 
Byzantium and Rome. Dionysius of Syracuse 
describes tin money. Lead was extensively 
used for coin by the ancients. Ficeroni de­
scribes more than a thousand specimens of 
lead coins in his own collection. The earth­
en baked scarabasi of Egypt have by some been 
supposed to be coin. The supposition is with­
out foundation. But modern Egypt, of the 
time of Saladin or thereabouts, produced a 
beautiful coinage of glass, of which specimens, 
though rare, are known. Two at least are in 
the Abbott Egyptian collection, of the New 
ork Historical Society, and we know of one 
other very beautiful specimen in a private col­
lection in New York.
The alloys of the precious metals used by 
the ancients were various. In Sicily and else­
where, gold was so far debased with silver as 
to form a pale amber colored metal, hence 
known as electrum. In the Roman Empire the 
silver coinage was steadily debased with cop­
per, till in the time of Caracalla the standard 
silver (!) coin was four parts copper to one of 
silver. Some Emperors wholly abandoned 
silver in the composition of coin, and content­
ed themselves with washing copper coins with 
silver. We saw recently in this citv about 
four hundred coins, of Salomnus, Salonina. 
Postumus, Gallienus, and that period, all of 
which were dug up at Rouen, in France, in 
one lot. They were in perfect preservation, 
and were sold for something more than thev 
would have passed for in ancient Rome.— 
They were nearly all copper, or so base as to 
be of little more intrinsic value. These Ro­
man coins, of base silver, are known to collec­
tors as potin or billon coins. Not only were 
the smaller silver coins struck in them," but we 
find some large specimens, especially coins of 
Roman Emperors, struck in Antioch and oth­
er Eastern cities.
_The expressions used in Scripture, referring 
to the refining of gold by fire, are explained by 
the fact that the ancients, ignorant of chemis­
try, did refine their gold simply by burning, 
and thus succeeded in expelling all other met­
als, and attaining a high standard of purity. 
The gold coins of Alexander and Philip are 
generally uniform in quality. The Persian 
Darics contained only so much silver as would 
bring the standard up to 960, by the present 
measurement. The Philips and Alexanders 
were finer than these. A gold coin of Vespa­
sian has been assayed, showing 1 of silver to 
788 of gold, nearly equalling the best produc­
tions of modern mints.
Adulterations occurred in various other 
kingdoms, and under various rulers. Solon, 
according to Demosthenes, charged Grecian 
States in bis time with debasing their silver 
coinage, thus indicating a very early example 
of national descent from standard purity. .
Forks.
Forks came into England for the first time 
in the reign of James I.; prior to that pe­
riod, people used their fingers, as Oriental na­
tions do to this day. There is an allusion to 
this fact in an old book entitled “ Corayt’s 
Crudities, hastily gobbled up in Five Months,” 
Travels in France, Savoy, Italy, Roethia, (com­
monly called the Grisons country,) Helvetia 
(Switzerland,) some parts of High Germany 
and the Netherlands.” The author of this 
book describes a custom amongst the Italians, 
“not used in any other country.” He says : 
“The Italians, and also most strangersJn Ita­
ly, do always at their meals use a fork 
when they cut their meate; for while with 
their knife, which they hold in one hand, they 
cut the meate out of the dish, they fasten their 
forke, which they hold in the other hand, up­
on the same dish. * * * This form of 
feeding is, I understand, generally used in all 
places in Italy, their forks being for the most 
part of iron or steele, and some of silver, but 
these are used only by gentlemen. The rea­
son of this their curiosity is because the Itali­
an cannot by any means endure to have his 
dish touched with fingers.” Ridicule directed 
its shafts against forks when they were first 
brought into England. Beaumont and Fletch­
er cast their jokes at the “fork-carving travel­
er and Ben Johnson makes one of his char­
acters allude to “the laudable use of forks, 
brought into custom here as they are in Italy, 
to the sparing *of napkins.”
Age of Machinery.
This is the age of machinery. Our clocks 
and our watches are made by machinery.— 
Our coats, boots, stockings, and clothing gen­
erally, are made by similar means. One ma­
chine purifies our soiled garments in the suds, 
and another smooths them up nicely after a 
third has dried them in heated air. Instead 
of the nimble fingers of the women-folk at 
work upon our shirts, lo ! a thing of springs 
and wheels, and cogs and screws, pops a nee­
dle through the moving cloth with a celerity 
that resembles magic ; and instead of the cob­
bler adhering to his lap-stone, and hammering 
away from morn till night, voila! a mass of in­
sensate wax.^needles, thread, and wheel-work, 
which swallows “uppers,” and “welts,” gor­
mandizes on calf-skin and horse hides, and 
disgorges, at leisure, Wellingtons and Bluch­
ers, pumps, high-lows, gaiters, slippers, san­
dals, and whatever else the genius of the time 
may think proper to fashion out of proper ma­
terials to cover gigantic or Lilliputian does. 
Who says, then, that this is not the age of 
machinery ?
Treason in High Places.
The Washington Globe says: We have just 
learned a most astounding circumstance, which 
may well make every paatriot’s heart sink in 
dismay, and almost in despair. An officer of 
high character has informed us that, to his 
knowledge, on the day when the Pensacola ran 
the gauntlet of the rebel batteries, and before 
the usual hour for communicating the coun­
tersign of the day to our pickets opposite one 
of those batteries, the rebel pickets boastfully 
shouted the correct countersign across the riv­
er, and added: “ The Pensacola is coming
down to-night!” What does this fact prove ? 
It proves that the countersigns which are sent 
from the War Department to our camps are 
made known to the rebels by traitors in confi­
dential positions in or near the Department, 
and that other information in reference to con­
templated movements of our naval forces is 
likewise communicated, to the enemv !
Bravery of the Irish.
The earth has never shaken to the tread of 
a more splendid soldiery than the Irish regi­
ments in the British service since Nimrod 
founded the earliest empire ofthe earth to the 
present hour. In both hemispheres, and un­
der every sky, Irishmen, alike distinguished 
as combatants in the ranks and as comman­
ders at the head of armies, have hewn their 
victorious way across a thousand battle-fields, 
and in every sea they have wielded the thun­
der of our floating bulwarks, and nobly sus­
tained the honor of our flag; and when our 
armies have sustained an occasional reverse, 
it has been ascertained that on at least one 
memorable day the fortune of the field was 
turned against us by the prowess of expatria­
ted Irishmen.—Manchester Review.
What Mr. Ely Learned in the South.
Hon. Mr. Ely, on his return from his long 
imprisonment at Richmond, made a speech in 
this city, in which he used the following lan 
uage :
Gentlemen, I am persuaded that the vast ar­
my committed to the trusty hands of Gen. Mc­
Clellan has much to do. If I have learned 
anything in the South, it is that we fight a 
people terribly in earnest. The cry ofPalafox 
at Saratoga, War even to the knife, is still 
their cry. Firm in the belief that in such is 
their subjugation, they have waxed desperate, 
and neither life nor treasure will be spared to 
prevent the advance of our arms. A rebellion 
so extensive and zealous as that which now 
reigns throughout the South, can only be over­
come by the best and strongest efforts of a uni­
ted North.
Public Plunderers.
It is too bad that a gang of remorseless spec­
ulators should be allowed to plunder the Na­
tional Treasury right and left, while the patri­
otic and self-denying masses of the people are 
paying taxes and making voluntary contribu­
tions to the utmost extent of their means to 
sustain the Government in its time of trial and 
peril. But so it is. By means of “ fat con­
tracts” and exorbitant commissions, scores of 
the favorites of men in power are enabled to 
amass immense fortunes out of the money con­
tributed by patriotic citizens for the salvation 
of the country. In our own city we have two 
illustrious examples of fortune-making : in one 
case a publisher of a newspaper pockets thou­
sands of dollars for misdoing what might have 
been well done at a trifling expense, and in an­
other case a relative of Governor Morgan and 
brother-in-law of Secretary Wells, pockets 
nearly a hundred thousand dollars for doing 
what many a person vastly his superior would 
have been glad to do for a twentieth part of 
that sum. Must it be forever thus? Must 
our gallant and patriotic people be forever plun­
dered by political parasites? We think the 
people have the remedy in their own hands, 
and we trust the time will soon come when they 
will apply it.
Let every man known to have thus filched 
a fortune from the National Treasury he seized 
by the community in which he lives and hung 
to the nearest railing or post suitable for such 
a hallowed purpose. That is the only remedy, 
and it would be a most efficacious onea Any 
man who would even wish to make money un­
fairly out of bis country in such a time as this 
is unfit to live, and be who does it should not 
be allowed to cumber the earth with his living 
presence.—[N. Y. Ledger, (Literary paper.)
Poverty and Superfluity.
There are miseries which wring the very 
heart; some want even food; they dread the 
winter ; others eat forced fruits ; artificial heat 
changes the earth and seasons, to please their 
palates. I have known citizens, because 
grown rich, so execrably dainty, as to swallow 
at a morsel the nourishment of a hundred fam­
ilies ; great are they who can behave well in 
these extremities; let me be not happy nor 
unhappy ; that is, neither rich nor poor; I 
take sanctuary in an honest mediocrity.—Bru- 
yere.
Disease in Washington.—The N. Y. World 
says, “we are informed by one of our most 
trustworthy Washington correspondents that 
there are over tour hundred cases of small pox 
among the civilians in Washington.” If ev­
ery swindling contractor in that city, of whom 
there is a legion, would get it right sharp, some 
good would grow out of it.
fbmcstic (£conontii
HOUSEKEEPER’S RECEIPTS.
Chicken Salad.—Some one has requested 
a receipt for making chicken salad : we send 
the best one we have ever used. This receipt 
makes enough for twenty persons. Two heads 
of celery, two chickens, ten eggs, six small cu­
cumber pickles, one tablespoonful of mustard, 
a little Cayenne pepper, and half a cup of but­
ter. Wash the yelks of the eggs, put in the 
seasoning with a little vinegar, chop the whites 
of the eggs, the pickles, chicken, and celery, 
then mix. Eat it, and say it is the best you 
have ever tasted. »
A'Delicate Omelette.—Break e’ght eggs 
in a stewpan, to which add a te<»spoonful of 
very finely-chopped parsley, half ditto of salt, 
a pinch of pepper, and three good tablespoon­
fuls of cream ; beat them well together; then 
put two ounces of butter in an omelette pan. 
stand it over a sharp fire, and, as soon as the 
butter is hot, pour in the eggs, stir them round 
quickly with a spoon until delicately set; 
then shake the pan round, leave it a moment 
to color the omelette, hold the pan in a slant­
ing position, just tap it upon the stove to bring 
the omelette to a proper shape, and roll the 
flap over the spoon ; turn it upon your dish, 
and serve as soon as done. Take care not to 
do it too much.
To Roast a Goose.—Scald four or six sage 
leaves, according as they are fresh or dry, the 
fresh ones being the strongest; chop them 
fine ; take one large or two small onions, chop 
them, and then pour boiling water over them 
to make them eat mild ; mix the sage and on­
ion with rather more than an equal quantity 
of fine bread-crumbs ; season well with pep­
per and salt; put this inside the body of the 
goose; roast before a quick fire an hour or 
more, according to the size of the bird. Geese 
are sometimes stuffed with potatoes, the whole 
body being filled with them, either whole or 
mashed ; but it absorbs so muck of the gravy 
as to injure the richness of the bird. Apple­
sauce and gravy are sent up with geese in sep­
arate tureens.
To Roast Pigeons.—Scald some parsley, 
chop it with the livers, mix them with a piece 
of fresh butter, season with pepper and salt ; 
put a portion inside each pigeon ; cover the 
breast with a slice of bacon fat ; roast them; 
serve with parsley and butter in the dish.
Leg of Mutton Braised.—Take a very 
small leg of mutton, cut off the knuckle, and 
trim it nicely ; half roast it; then put it into 
a stewpan, with the trimmings, the knuckle­
bone broken, a few ibices of fat bacon, or two 
ounces of butter, an onion stuck with cloves, 
and a bundle of sweet herbs. Shake the stew­
pan over the fire until there is gravy enough 
from the meat and the trimmings to stew the 
mutton, and take care to thrn it in the braise. 
When very tender, take it up, remove the fat 
from the gravy, strain it, and boil it quickly 
until it is reduced to a glaze ; pour it over the 
mutton, and serve it up on a puree of vegeta­
bles.
To Make Rusks.—Beat up seven eggs, mix 
them with half a pint of warm new milk in 
which a quarter of a pound of butter has been 
melted, add a quarter of a pint of yeast and 
three ounces of sugar ; put them gradually in­
to as much flour as will make light paste near­
ly as thin as batter ; let it rise before the fire 
half an hour, add more flour to make it a lit­
tle stifler, ework it well, and divide it into 
small loaves or cakes, about five or six inches 
wide, and flatten them. When baked and cold, 
put them into the oven to brown a little.— 
These cakes, when first baked, are very good 
buttered for tea : if they are made witli cara­
way seeds, they eat very nice cold.
To Broil Salmon.—Cutslices'sn inch thick: 
put them into buttered paper and place them 
on the gridiron ; or the papej may be omitted, 
and the slices broiled upon the gridiron, rub­
bing the slices with a bit of fresh butter wrap­
ped in gauze; sprinkle freely with salt. They 
will be done in a few minutes, and should be 
served as hot as possible.
Wit aui) Oisbom.
It is not often that as pathetic a ballad 
as the following finds its way into print:
Up in Podunk, where the thistle 
Blooms, dies and rots;
Where the winter whirlwinds whistle 
All around the lots—
Lives the slickest gal you ever 
Saw in all your life ;
Ankle like a blue beech lever—
Voice like a fife.
As I sat by her courtin’.
Calm and serene—
With her apron she was sportin',
Checkered and clean.
Mingled was our hair together,
All day we sat,
A chawin’ gum in winter weather^ 
liappy as fat.
And I stuck to her like teasles,
Summer and fall;
But she went off with the measles,
Ankle and all.
Barnum’s Last Story.
Barnum is always ready with a good story. 
His latest is the following, which is told of 
Elias Howe, jr., who has been very active in 
fitting out regiments for the war’ Mr. Howe 
has spent thousands of dollars in this way and 
taken so great an interest in military affairs 
that he has had but little time to attend to any­
thing else.
One day a very worthy Connecticut deacon 
called upon the gentleman with a subscription 
list. He wanted Mr. Howe to give something 
towards erecting a new church.
“A new church,” replied Howe, “ah, a new 
church. I don’t think I can give anything, 
because I am spending all my spare money for 
the war. Can think of nothing else.”
The deacon looked despondent. Mr. Howe 
seemed firm in his determination not to give a 
red. At last he asked the deacon what the 
new church was to be called.
“The church of St. Peter, sir,” was the re- 
pu.
“Ah, the church ofSt. Peter,” replied Howe, 
“Well, as St. Peter was the only fighting apos­
tle in the Jot, I guess I’ll have to give him 
something. But I can’t do much even for St. 
Peter, as my time and money must be almost 
entirely devoted to Saltpetre.”
Riddles and Conundrums.
I came to a field and couldn’t get through 
it.
So I went to a school and learnt how to do 
it.
—Fence.
My first denotes a company.
My second shuns a company.
My third calls a company.
My whole amuses a company.
—Co-nun-drum.
Why is a kiss like a sermon?—It requires 
two heads and an application.
Why are teeth like verbs?—They are regu­
lar, irregular and defective.
Was Eve high or low church?—Adam thought 
her Eve-angelical.
What fish is most valued by a happy wife ? 
—Her-ring.
Which of our English monarchs had most 
reason to complain of his laundress?—John, 
when his baggage was lost in the Wash.
Scene in a Sanctum.
Enters a large strong man, with a cow-hide 
in his hand.
“Is the editor in ?
“He is.”
“You ?”
“Yes.”
“I have come to settle with you.”
“Well, (editor draws a revolver,) go ahead.”
“I have taken vour paper now about a year.”
“Well.” (Capping his pistol.)
“An article in your last issue (editor cocks 
his pistol) has convinced me, sir, that—you— 
need—
“ I deny your right to give it—be cautious, 
sir.”
“Give you what ?”
“A thrashing.”
“Why, no my dear sir, I came to pay in ad­
vance another year.”
The editor wilted.
Pithy Sermon.
The following sermon has at least the merit 
of originality, if nothing else:
“Man is born to trouble, as the sparks fly 
upward.” Job. v. 7.
My brethren, 1 shall divide my discourse on 
this text into three heads.
1st. The coming of man into the world.
2d. The career of man in the world.
3d. The departure of man from the world.
Ilis entrance into the world is in nakedness
His career in the world is full of sorrow and 
care.
His departure from the world will lead him 
none knows whither.
To conclude, if we do well here, we shall be 
well hereafter.
I couldn’t tell you any more if I were to 
preach for a twelve month.
[No politics about that.]
A Sensible Magistrate.
Some of Mr. Wesley’s opponents in the ex­
cess of their zeal against enthusiasm, once 
took up a whole wagon load of Methodists, and 
carried them before a magistrate. When they 
were asked what the persons had done there 
was an awkward silence. At last one of the 
accusers said: “Why, they pretend to be bet­
ter than other people ; and besides, they pray 
from morning till night.” The magistrate ask­
ed if they done anything else. “Yes, sir,” 
said the old man, “an’t please your worship, 
they converted, my wife ; till she went among 
them she had an awful tongue, and now she is 
as quiet as a lamb.” “Carry them back,” said 
the magistrate, “and let them convert all the 
scolds in the town.”
Got Him at Last.
Mrs. Jemima Jipson never could go to bed, 
without first looking underneath to see if some­
body was not stowed away there. At last, 
however, one night she spied—or thought she 
did, which is the same—the long-looked-for 
boots and legs.
“O, Mr. Jipson! Mr. Jipson!” she screamed 
out, “there is a man underneath the bed!”
“Is there?” cooly bawled out her husband : 
“well, my dear, I am glad you have found him 
at last. You have been looking for him these 
twenty years.”
— A traveler in Ireland, having been incli­
ned to deny that the peasantry were humorous, 
was told to ask any question of the first labor­
ing man he met on the road. Accordingly, on 
seeing a sturdy fellow breaking stones, he says: 
“Now, my man, if the devil were to come here 
just now, which would he take, you or me?” 
“ Me, to be sure,” says the man, “for he’s cer­
tain of your honor at any time.”
“ Mother,” said Ike Partington, “did 
Yod know that the “Iron Horse” has but one
ear?”
“One ear! merciful gracious, child what do 
you mean ?”
“Why the engin ear of course.”
“Isarc,” exclaimed the old lady, “take some 
of Dr. Bliss’ magic soap, wash your feet and 
go straight to bed.” Her knitting fell to the 
floor, as she raised her hands, exclaiming, 
“ What a percushous mind that boy has got.
— The following has been handed us, with 
the request that it should be published, and 
sung by the Home Guards:
I am a son of ma's and I've listed for the wars,
In the sidewalk hussars an officer ain I:
I’ve boldly drawn the scabbard, and I’ve thrown away
the sword.
And I'll bleed for my country like a blackberry pie.
15®“ The funniest stories now in vogue are 
the original sayings of little folks, whose im­
pressions of things are sometimes, remarkable 
for quaintness and humor. Thus lately, as we 
had it from the lips of the lady herself—her 
little son, a roguish chap, knee high to a hole 
in the ground, heard her complaining at the 
table of the quality of the butter in market. 
Evening came, and he knelt and repeated the 
Lord’s prayer; he paused after asking for his 
daily bread, and added, in a whisper—“Moth­
er, hadn’t I better speak for a little good butter, 
too?”
jfanit anb fcben.
Cutting Grafts.
We notice so many methods of cutting and 
and preserving grafts, in agricultural and hor­
ticultural journals, and so many conditions at­
tached to some of them, as though the simple 
process of cutting off a piece of last year’s 
shoot of a pear, apple, plum or other fruit tree, 
and keeping it until wanted for grafting, weie 
shrouded in great mystery, and could be impar­
ted only by labored instruction.
All these special directions are useless. We 
have preserved as good grafts as other people, 
which we think will be certified to by all per­
sons who have obtained grafts from us (of 
course, gratuitously.) and know how to set 
them (their name being legion). We rarely 
ever fail in setting a fruit graft from our own 
cutting. As soon as we can get into the 
grouds, between this time and the middle of 
February, when there is little or no frost, the 
grafts are cut; and where the trees stand in 
cultivated soil, as ours mostly do, the grafts 
are stuck, one by one, in the ground at the foot 
of each tree, thus preventing all mistake as to 
variety. Where the soil is not cultivated— 
and in large standard trees we deem such cul­
tivation unnecessary—they are placed else­
where and labeled. They are stuck in the 
ground three or four inches, and left there un­
til needed, up to the last of May, without in­
jury. Cherry grafts should be secured now and 
buried in the ground.
We have sent grafts by mail a thousand 
miles, wrapped up in oiled silk or muslin, with 
entire safety. When scions or 6eeds, or any­
thing else requiring care, is sent by mail, the 
postmaster should be notified of a word or two 
of caution endorsed on the letter or package.
Grape cuttings can be dispatched with equal 
safety to any point, by careful packing in box­
es or bundles, in moss or in oiled muslin.
Remedy for the Peach Borer.
The great enemy of the Peach is the borer 
which attacks the trunk of the tree at its junc­
tion with the root. It has with many would- 
be cultivators, completely worn out their pa­
tience, and compelled them to abandon peach- 
raising in disgust. Lately we have seen a re­
cipe which is proclaimed to be “a sure remedy 
against the peach borer,” but which, unfortu­
nately for the renown of the discoverer, is 
nothing more or less than that which we have 
announced in our columns as having practiced 
for many years with our dwarf pear stocks, 
(quince) viz: Remove the earth from around 
the trunk, say four or five inches, then wrap 
round the same, as far down as is practicable, 
a bandage of cotton cloth, so as to be five or 
six inches above the ground, when the earth is 
put back, having secured the bandage closely 
with cotton twine. This is allowed to remain 
on, according to the new discovery, as long as 
it is whole, and is then replaced with other.— 
We mentioned, when we first applied this ban­
dage to our dwarf year stocks, that, although 
never tried, we had no doubt that this method 
would be equally effective with peach trees, &c. 
We recommended, however, the removal of 
the cloths about the first or middle of August, 
and renew them again as early in the spring 
as the condition of the ground will admit of 
the operation. We think so still, as there will 
then be no change of neglecting to renew when 
the old bandages are no longer a protection.
Poisonous Properties of Brine.
It may not be known to all, that brine, in 
which meat or fish has been salted, is poison­
ous to domestic animals. If left in their wav, 
they will partake as freely of it as they will of 
the pure salt, when it very often proves fatal. 
B’Union Medicate, a French publication, gives 
an account of the researches of M. Revnal in 
regard to the poisonous properties of brine.— 
From a series of experiments detailed, he draws 
the following conclusions:
First, That three or four month® after 'ts 
preparation it acquires po.so.ious properties.
Second, That the mean poisonous dose fora 
horse, is.about four pints; for the hog, one pint; 
and for a dog, four to five gallons.
1 bird, I hat in less doses it produces vomit­
ing in the dog and hog.
Fourth, That the employment of this sub­
stance mixed with the food, continued for a 
certain time, even in small quantities may be 
fatal.
We know from experience, says the Valley 
Farmer, that brine, if swallowed by hogs and 
other animals, will prove fatal: yet we doubt 
if the subject is susceptible of the definite re­
sults as stated by M. Revnal, for the degree of 
the poisonous properties of the brine depends 
on various circumstances. We have known a 
much less quantity to prove fatal than that sta­
ted above.
Fresh Maple Molasses.
A correspondent of Field Notes gives the fol­
lowing:—Maple molasses, well made up and 
put in cans right from the kettle, and hermeti­
cally sealed, as you would can and seal fruits, 
will keep as fresh as when first boiled from the 
sap, and this is decidedly the best plan for 
keeping, ns when made in cakes, if exposed to 
the air, it will lose somewhat of the peculiar­
ly delightful flavor for which it is so prized, 
and is often injured by insects. All this is ob­
viated by canning while hot. To many fami­
lies who do not make on a large scale, this 
need be but little expense, as the cans’ that 
have been emptied through the winter can be 
used until autumn fruits demand them agair 
Put up your best in this way. Where far<»< 
quantities are made far market, the buyers 
must select and can for themselves.
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WM. HELMICK HEARD FROM!
For some time past a bitter personal contro- 
'’’•ray haa been going on between the Editors 
at the Republican and Express, Major Sapp, 
Mr. Camp, and others, iu relation to the man­
agement of the funds of the Republican and 
Lnion Central Committees of thia county, of 
which ye Major has acted as Chairman and 
self-constituted Treasurer. As to the merits 
ot this controversy we may have something to 
ajter U ts over. At present, however, we 
may remark, that the thing looks pretty scaly
nil round I
This controveiey has caTlcd forth a letter 
from Hon. Wm. Helmick, the late member of 
Congress from this district, who writes to the 
Editor of the Republican in relation to a cer­
tain note he gave to Major Sapp, as Chairman 
aforesaid, for the sum of $100, which has not 
been paid, although the Major had the note 
discounted at the bank of Russell, Sturges &. 
Co., and the proceeds put in his wallet. The 
reasons assigned by Mr. Helmick for the non­
payment of this note are, that he had previ­
ously paid Major Sapp $100 towards defray­
ing election expenses in Knox county, and in 
addition thereto had paid other members of 
the Republican party in this county various 
other sums, not mentioned. Besides, Mr. Hel­
mick says lie had to bear nearly the entire ex­
penses of the campaign in the other counties 
of the district, and was defeated at last. He 
adds :
“Again after the fourth of March last, and 
after my term of office had expiree, I remain- 
eel in this city (Washington) nearly two 
months at a heavy expense for no purpose 
scarcely, except to attend to the removal and 
appointment of Poet Masters &c., in the Dis­
trict, who I should think as an act of justice 
should bear part of my expenses in remaining 
here to attend to their business, and I think 
under all the circumstances, as an act of jus­
tice, that the Central Committee ought to re­
lease me from any further payment. But if 
fhey think it just that I should do so I will 
pay the note.”
Ah, ha ! Here you have the admission of 
Mr. Helmick that he remained in Washington 
nearly two months, at a heavy expense, for 
the sole purpose of having Democratic Post 
Masters removed and Abolitionists putin their 
place, in this district! We think that was a 
very mean piece of business for any white man 
to be engaged in, yet mean as it was Mr. Hel­
mick pleads it as an excuse for the non-pay­
ment of his note, according to agreement.— 
Helmick thinks the Post Masters, “as an act 
of justice,” should bear a part of his expenses. 
We think so, too; but he did not practice his 
usual smartness, in not having made a dis­
tinct bargain with them before he undertook 
to act as their agent, attorney and office bro­
ker ! It is small business for him, at this late 
day, to make “a poor mouth” about his loss 
of time and money in getting Democrats turn­
ed out of office. Major Sapp was much smar­
ter than Mr. Helmick in this respect, for when 
he went on to Washington, at the instance of 
Mr. Pyle, he took good care tosecure his fee in 
advance. To be sure, he didn’t render any 
service to Mr. Pyle (for his commission had 
already been made out,) but the transaction 
proved that the Major, for a sum of money in 
hand paid, was willing to make a journey to 
Washington, to prevent an old gentleman like 
Mr. Browning from getting the Mt. Vernon 
Post Office.
ABOLITION MISREPRESENTATION.
The Abolition papers are publishing a letter 
from one “Croffut,” who pretends to give a 
report of a conversation between President 
Lincoln and Jim Lane, in which the President 
is represented as favoring Lane’s Jayhawking 
scheme of theft and murder. From the fact 
that Croffut’s letter was published in thattrai- 
torous sheet the New York Tribune, was suf­
ficient to raise a doublet as to its truthfulness. 
The Washington Star, New York Herald and 
other papers, that have investigated the mat­
ter, pronounce the JYifrune’j report as a gross 
misrepresentation of what took place. They 
declare that the President never used the lan" 
guage that is imputed to him ; and that the 
whole affair is but another attempt on the part 
of the Abolitionists to drive the President into 
their insane measures ofx:onverting the pres­
ent war into a mere crusade against slavery.
The dismissal of Fremont and Cameron has 
made the Abolitionists desperate. They see 
that their power in the government is rapidly 
departing from them; and that all their dar­
ling scheme of abolishing slavery by milita­
ry edict, in violation of the Constitution, do 
not meet with favor with either the President 
or Gen. McClellan.
These traitorous Abolitionists must be put 
down. Their villainous efforts to bring about 
a permanent dissolution of the Union must be 
met by prompt and vigorous action. Jeff. Da­
vis and his whole rebel crew are not greater 
enemies of the Union than the Lovejoys, 
Greelevs, Sumners, Wilsons, Beechers, Chee. 
vers, Garrisons, and Giddingses, of the North.
A Damper for Mason and Slidell.
By the extracts from the London papers 
which wc publish to-day, it will be seen 
that Messrs. Mason and Slidell cannot hope 
to make any capital out of the Trent affair.— 
Tube sure the British Government succeeded 
in having “ these fellows,” (as the London 
Times calls them,) delivered up; but that is 
nothing more than would have done for a 
couple of negroes! That’s cool as a cueumber 
jn the Arctic regions !
Ben Wade.
nator Wade told the President, a short 
n^o, that he (the President) “was within 
le of hell/’—Statesman. •
President received that information 
* d-\.-&eneca Advertiser.
s and from one who knows the distance 
a father’s residence.—Holmes tanner. 
e impertinent scoundrel should have his 
il extremity placed in the Patent Office
museum.________ _____________ _
Another Abolition Project.
A Washington dispatch says that Hutchins, 
of Ohio, has prepared a bill to be introduced 
jn the House, establishing a Territorial Gov­
ernment over the seceded States, and prohibit­
ing slavery therein. What infernal nonsense 
these Abolition agitators do engage in.
CASE OF SENATOR BRIGHT.
We judge from the proceedings of the Sen­
ate that the ruling majority in that body con­
template the expulsion of Senator Bright, for 
alleged “ treason.” The treasonable act of the 
Senator consists in writing a letter of introduc­
tion for one Lincoln to Jeff. Davis, addressing 
the latter by his assumed title of “President of 
the Confederate Statee.” If this act of Bright 
rs treason, according to law, then by all means 
he should be expelled. But while the Senate 
has its hand in, it should expel Sumner, Hale, 
Wade, Lane and every other Abolitionist, who 
haa labored to overthrow the Constitution, and 
thereby destroy the Union that was founded on 
that Constitution. These are the real “trait 
ors” that should be summarily deal with.— 
Their present pretended love for the Union is 
all a sham, hollow as it is hyprocritical. The 
efforts of these radical Abolitionists to convert 
the present war into a grand John Brown raid, 
to overthrow Slavery, shows that they are trai­
tors to the Constitution, and should be punish­
ed as such. The President is getting on the 
right track. His dismissal of Fremont and 
Cameron proves that he is disposed to pursue 
a conservative course, and so long as he does 
so all conservative men will stand by him.
THE BURNSIDE EXPEDITION.
The total land force forces of this division 
may be summed up as follows: Fifteen full 
regiments and one battalion of infantry; one 
■battery of six pieces of field artillery; total of 
fifty-one guns at the disposal of the land forces. 
The regiments are, with two or three excep­
tions, up to the standard of 1,000 men; and ad­
ding the gunners in charge of the fleet, the to­
tal fighting force amounts to fully 16,06ft men 
aside from the naval vessels.
The total number of vessels of all kinds, 
aside from the naval forces, is fcrty*five, and 
are divided as follows: Nine steamers, nine 
propellers or gunboats, four ship, five barks, 
one brig, seventeen schooners and five float­
ing batteries. These steamers are all unarm­
ed, and are intended exclusively for carrying 
troops. Their capacity ranges from five hun­
dred to one thousand men each, the North­
erner boing the largest and the Suwanee the 
smallest of the number. The gunboats will 
both carry troops and assist in attack.
DEATH OF GEN. Z0LLIC0FFER.
The death of Gen. Zollicoffer, the leader of 
the rebel forces in Eastern Kentucky, is fully 
confirmed. He was in many respects a remar­
kable man, and stood high as a politician in 
Tennessee. He was of German descent, but 
was born in Mowry county, Tennessee, May 
19, 1812. lie was a printer by trade, and when 
quite a young man published a newspaper at 
Paris. Tennessee, and subsequently published 
the Columbia Observer. In 1835 he was elec­
ted State printer, and was re-elected in 1837.— 
In 1842 he removed to Nashville and edited 
the Banner. From 1843 to 1849 he was Comp­
troller of the State Treasury. In 1849 he was 
elected to the State Senate. In 1825 he was 
elected to Congress, and continued there for 
three terms, retiring in 1859.
After the secession of Tennessee, Zollicoft'er 
became an active supporter of the rebel Gov­
ernment, and was, at an early date, made a 
Brigadier General in the rebel army. He has 
had command of a division in Eastern Ken­
tucky. His first battle was at Camp Wildcat, 
where he was ingloriously’ defeated. lie has 
now lost his life at the greater battle of Somer­
set.
“All is Quiet on the Potomac.”
The “sensational” telegrapher to the Phila­
delphia Inquirer dispatches as follows :
Washington, Jan. 22.
THE OPERA.
Mrs. Lincoln and Gen. McClellan attended 
the Italian Opera to-night. The house was 
crowded.
The writer forgot to tell the public the color 
of Mrs. Lincoln’s dress and the size of the ar­
tificial posies with which she decorated her 
head.
Remarkable Change of Opinion.
The English “philanthropists” are deserting 
“Uncle Tom.” The London Athenccum de­
clares its conviction that the system of slavery 
at the South is more beneficent to the negro 
than freedom at the North, and, therefore, by 
no means so wrong as it has been thought.— 
The Suturday Review ridicules the anti-slavery 
sentiment of Great Britain in one column, 
while it denounces popular government as mob 
law in the next. The London Review argues 
that the negro ought not to be freed, because, 
“left to the free indulgence of his natural incli­
nations he will not labor at all.”
Pertinent Questions.
The Dubuque (Iowa) 7/eraM asks some ques- 
tions of the farmers of that State, which will 
apply, with a change of prices to suit different 
localities, to other places as well:
Are the farmers of the West willing ami sat­
isfied to raise wheat at an average price of fif­
ty cents a bushel, and pork at less on an aver­
age than $2,00 a hundred, and help to pay their 
share of the $95,000 to the’brother-in-law of 
the Secretary of the Navy ; $140,000 to Mr. 
Cummings, a protege of Mr. Secretary Camer­
on ; some $2;000,000 to Gen. Fremont’s and 
McKinstry’s hangers-on ; compensation to 
members of Congress both for their member­
ship and as Colonels in the army, by xvhich 
the public moneys are fraudulently taken from 
the Treasury. Will pork and wheat and corn 
at present prices pay for these extravagances, 
and are the people willing to stand it ?
The Rebel Yankee Doodle.
The rebels have got up a new song of “Yan­
kee Doodle,” from which we quote two verses: 
Yankee doodle had a mind
To whip the Southern traitors,
Because they didn't choose to live
On codfish and potatoes.
Yankee Doodle, doodle-do,
Yankee Doodle dandy,
And to keep his courage up,
He took a drink of brandy.
Yankee Doodle soon found out
That Bull run was no trifle,
For if the North know how to steal,
Tho South kiqnc how to rijte.
Yankee Doodle, doodle-doo,
Yankee Doodle dandy,
‘Tis very clear I took too much
Of that infernal brandy.
The McCook Family.
Col. McCook, wounded at Somerset, had a 
brotner killed at Manassas, and has two oth­
er brothers in the army—one in the front of 
Buell’s division. The father, Daniel McCook, 
is in Washington, and was in the battles of i 
Manassas and Ball’s Bluff’ as an amateur 
fighter. He has a brother with six sons in the 
Union army, and the two families contribute 
about a dozen active fighting men to the war.
THE LATEST NEWS.
The Steamer Africa arrived at New Y ork on 
Friday. The British Government has sent to 
Washington a strong protest against the stone 
blockade of Charleston.
The London Daily News, in reviewing Mr. 
Seward’s Trent dispatch, eays®that although 
it contains much that is questionable in law, 
its main portions are certainly based on ac­
knowledged legal principles.
The rebel steamer Sumter has been ordered 
by the Spanish Government to leave Cadiz 
and she has gone to Gibraltar.
The Paris Temps, in announcing that Ma 
son and Slidell are expected to arrive shortly 
at Havre, says no obstacle will be ofiered to 
the fulfilment of their mission to France and 
England. The plenipotentiaries of the South 
will be allowed to plead for the recognition of 
the South.
The floating iron battery, which has been 
building for the last three months for the Gov­
ernment, by Captain Erricson, at Green Point, 
Long Island, was launched in the presence ot 
a large crowd on Thursday. There have been 
but 100 working days since the date of the con­
tract. The battery will be ready for service 
in a little over a week.
Gen. Ileintzelman, it is said, is to be placed 
in command of a new grand expedition to the 
South, the details of which are as yet kept se­
cret.
The President and Gen. McClellan are hour­
ly’ in expectation of important military’ move­
ments in Missouri, Kentucky’ and Tennessee.
We have news from Washington that Gen. 
Lane’s Jay hawking Expedition has ‘gone up.’ 
It was purely a scheme of his own, without 
authority from the President or Secretary of 
War. The fellow had better be sent to Fort 
Warren.
We have no additional information from the 
Burnside Expedition.
Augusta, Jan. 28.
Intelligence from Savannah states that G 
Federal vessels entered the river yesterday 
back of Little Tyhee and passed up to the 
north end of Wilmington Island, trying to cut 
off the communication between Fort Pulaski 
and Savannah. The enemy shelled Wilming­
ton Island, and fired on the confederate steam­
er Ida, but no injury was done.
Bad Firearms.
The Washington correspondent of the Bal­
timore Sun writes as follows:
The regiment raised by Senator Wilson, and 
now commanded by Col." Gore, of the regular , 
army, has but just received arms for the spu- J 
rious Enfield rifles which they first brought 
here, and which were then thought to be un­
commonly fine. But use has demonstrated 
otherwise, and the same is probably true of 
the arms of many regiments which have been ! 
supplied by speculators in Europe. They hear ;
EDITORIAL BREVITIES.
The next State Fair will be held in the 
City of Cleveland.
Judge Swayne has been “ sworn in” as 
a Justice of.the Supreme Court of the United 
States.
Troops arc again gathering at Annapo­
lis doubtless for another naval expedition.
It is stated that Gen. Beauregard has 
the “Tower” mark, &c., but are not the genu-1 taken command of the rebel torces at Colum-
ine articles.
There is a great deal , of complaint respect­
ing the fire-arms imported from Europe within 
the last few months, and no doubt theGovern- 
ernment has been outrageously imposed on in 
their purchase. Experience has proved the 
Springfield rifle has no superior for actual 
warfare. The Enfield rifle approximates in 
some degree, but unless we except arms of this 
pattern most recently n^ade, the several parts 
do not interchange, as in the American rifle, 
which is a serious drawback. The French 
arm, with the improved ball (driven into the 
grooves of the barrel with a wedge,) is believ­
ed to be the most accurate, and in other res­
pects very desirable. The other small arms 
used on the continent are much inferior to the 
English. The Austrian musket is poorest of 
all. From these facts it appears that so long 
as the United States can command adequate 
facilities for manutacturing its own weapons, 
we have nothing to gain by going to Europe 
for them.—Jour, of Com.
We have been informed that the arms given 
to the 43d Regiment, at Camp Andrews, are 
the spurious Enfield rifles above alluded to.— 
Efforts are now being made, which we hope 
will prove successful, to have them exchanged 
for Springfield rifles.
Letter from Col. S. S. Fry.
Mrs. Fry, wife of the gallant Col. S. S. Fry, 
of the 4th Kentucky Regiment, received a let­
ter at Danville on Friday last, from Colonel 
Fry, written after the battle near Somerset. lie 
details in the letter the manner in which he 
killed Gen. Zollicoffer, ■which varies somewhat 
from the many’ statements we have seen. Col. 
F. was in the act of leading his regiment into a 
charge upon the Mississippians, when General 
Zollicoffer, accompanied by his aid, rode up to 
him and said : “You are not going to fight 
your friends are you ? These men (pointing to 
the Mississippians) are all vour friends.” In 
the mean time Zollicoft'er’s aid fired upon Col. 
Fry, wounding his horse, from which wound 
the animal died. Col. Fry then turned and 
fired upon Gen. Zollicoffer with tatal effect.— 
Gen. Zollicoffer evidently labored under the im­
pression that Colonel Fry was a rebel officer. 
The stories about the old intimacy of the two 
officers are all untrue. They had never met 
before, nor did Colonel Fry know the rank of 
the officer upon whom he had fired, as the ev­
idence of his rank was covered by a cloak 
which Gen. Zollicoffer wore in battle.—Louis­
ville Courier.
Good for Garrett Davis.
Hon. Garrett Davis, the new Union Unite^ 
States Senatorjfrom Kentucky, in a late speech 
alluding to an Abolition meeting, said:
“The' utterances they have dared to put 
forth in the city have desecrated the Smithso­
nian Institution. If the Secesssonists had 
dared to give expression to the same utteran­
ces, they would have been sent, and properly 
sent, to Fort Lafayette or Fort Warren.— 
What will you do with these monsters? I will 
tell you what I would do with them, and with 
that horrible monster Greeley, as they come 
sneaking around here, like hungry wolves, af­
ter the destruction of slavery. If I had the 
power, I would take them and the worst Se- 
ceshers and hang them in pairs. [-Laughter.] 
I wish to God I could inflict that punishment 
upan them. It would be just. They are the 
madmen, who are willing ta call up the pas­
sions of the infernal regions, and all the hor­
rors of a servile war. This they would carry 
out over the disjected fragments of a broken 
Constitution to obtain their unholy purposes, 
and I am too fearful that the honorable Sena­
tor from Massachusetts (Mr. Sumner) sympa­
thizes with them. [Laughter.]
The New Secretary of War.
In a letterfrom Hon. Joseph IIolt to Lieut. 
Gov. Stanton of Ohio, he uses the following 
enthusiastic language respecting the appoint­
ment of Hon. Edwin M. Stanton as Secretary 
of War viz:
St. Louis, Jan. 16,1862.
* * The selection of the lion. Edwin M. 
Stanton as Secretary of War has occasioned 
me unalloyed gratification. It is an immense 
stride in the direction of the suppression ofthe 
rebellion. So far as I can gather the popular 
sentiment, there is everywhere rejoicing over 
the appointment; but the rejoicing would be 
far greater did the people know, as I do, the 
courage, the loyalty and the genius of the new 
Secretary, as displayed in the intensely tragic 
struggles that marked t,be closing days of the 
last Administration. He is a great man, intel­
lectually and morally—a patriot of the true 
Roman stamp, who will grapple with treason 
as the lion grapples with his prey. We may 
rest well assured that all man can do, will in 
his present position be done to deliver our poor 
bleeding country from the bayonets of traitors 
now lifted against its bosom.
Sincere! x- vours,
J. IIOLT.
Hon. B. Stanton, Columbus.
Mission of the Democracy.
The Jackson County Sentinel, published at 
Maquoketa, Wis., in an article entitled “ How 
shall the Union be restored?” has the follow­
ing sensible paragraph :
“ The Democratic party has had no agency 
in bringing upon the country the present troub­
les, but it h'as a mission to perform in restoring 
peace. The Union must be Preserved ! 
The Government must be restored to its lost 
authority in all the States. Whatever the 
cost, whatever the sacrifice, though it sweep 
away our fortunes and drain our hearts of their 
last drop of blood, the Union that our fathers 
established, and consecrated with their blood, 
must be preserved. Secessionism and Aboli­
tionism must be met, conquered and overruled, 
and buried so deep in the Lethe of oblivion, 
that no human power shall ever be able to 
resurrect them.
Small Pox in Washington.
The Washington correspondents report no 
diminution in this disease. A debate in the 
Council elicits the statement that there are 
some eight hundred cases among civilians, and a 
communication in one ofthe city journals pres­
ents the evidence that smallpox convalescents are 
permiited to roam abottt the streets, spreading this 
oatlisOme and contagious disease everywhere. 
Most of these are soldiers, who, under imbe­
cile management, are allowed to leave the 
hospitals before the disease has fairly ended. 
All of the regiments on the north side of the 
Potomac, have been vaccina’ed, though, it 
must he admitted, is at a late day.
gtgy The New York Evening Post reports 
that during the recent illness of General Mc­
Clellan, when his friends thought him in a 
somewhat dangerous condition, one ol them 
urged upon him the propriety of confiding 
whatever military plansiie had devised tosome 
competent and trustworthy person. Ilis reply 
was, that his plans were understood, and that 
when it began to storm the people would hear 
the thunder all around the sky.
A Fiery Ordeal.
To be a General is to expose onesself to a 
great variety of mishaps ; but thus far the cas­
ualties experienced have not been inflicted hv 
the enemy, by any means.
Lieut.-Gen. Scott kroken down by excessive 
exertion.
Gen. Fremont retired into privacy on ac­
count ot insubordination, or incompetency.
Gen. Pierce, extinguished by the battle of 
Great Bethel.
Gen. Lyon, “sacrificed.”
Col. Baker, ditto.
. Gen. McClellan, persecuted by the Aboli­
tionists.
Gen. Sherman, condemned by the Anti-sla­
very propagandists.
Gen. Phelps, prenounced “insane” on ac­
count of the extraordinary proclamation from 
Ship Island.
Col. Stone, charged with outrageously insul­
ting a U. S. Senator.
Gen. Siegel, resigns on account of alleged 
shabby treatment.
Gen. McKinatry, under arrest for alleged 
misbehaviour.
Several others, like Gen. Patterson and Gen. 
Beneam, have been the subjects of severe criti­
cism. Nor has the Navy wholly escaped from 
similar misfortunes.—Journal of Commerce.
From Romney.
Saturday’s Wheeling Intelligencer contains 
the following: “By a telegram received in 
this city late last evening, from Camp Kelley, 
which is the name of the camp at Patterson’s 
Creek, where our forces now are, we learn that 
Jackson has fallen back with the larger por­
tion of his troops to Unger’s Store, within fif­
teen miles of Winchester, at the junction of 
the Springfield Road with the Roinney and 
Winchester Pike, leaving General Loring with 
his brigade still in Romney. The enemy has 
evacuated Springfield, which is now held by 
our troops. Though we are no prophets, we 
predict that in this state of the case the enemy 
now in Romney will, some cold morniag. not 
very far distant, retire from Roinney as precip­
itately as they did on a late occasion at Blue's 
Gap.”
A Ten Mile Race by Naked Rebels.
A correspondent of the Cincinnati Com­
mercial says of the rebel rout at the Zollicoff­
er defeat:
They fled in the greatest confusion. Many 
were drowned, and others tore off their clothes 
to swim the river, and were seen ten miles be­
yond, stark naked, running like wild men ! 
They bad noble breastworks, and a splendid 
encampment. On Monday, (the day after 
the fight,) the citizens state that the soldiers 
were about to mob Crittenden, and one tact we 
know, 1,500 guns were thrown down in one 
pile. The men, the citizens say, declared they 
were going home, and would never raise an­
other arm in defence of the Southern conspira­
cy. Zollicoffer was killed early in the en­
gagement. It is him; I saw him and knew 
him.
The Cairo Expedition.
The Expedition from Cairo, that set out a 
week since with such a flourish ot trumpets, 
seems, after all, to have been but a “ recon- 
noisance in force,” preliminary to something 
more likely to happen. The country around 
Columbus was thoroughly gone over and sur­
veys taken, and the entire troops are now re. 
turned to Cairo and Paducah. Immediately 
upon his return, and as an indication of what 
is to be, Gen. Grant calls upon such of bis 
volunteers as are used to boating life to enlist 
upon the gun boats, now lacking only in crews 
to be completed. The people ofthe West are 
now prepared to hear from Gen. Grant. Ilis 
friend, Gen. Thomas, at the other end of the 
Kentucky line, has.spoken.— Chicago Tribune.
The Albany Aryus takes a grand and 
manly view ofour present relations to the world 
and ofour duty to ourselves, in discussing the 
“Trent” complication. It says no matter 
what the policy of England may be, we must 
place ourselves in the right. It we show to 
the world that we seek which is right, and de­
sire to avoid war, we shall find sympathisers 
everywhere, and secret allies in the very homes 
ofour enemies. A palpably unjust war against 
us, by the Dynasties of Europe, would rekin­
dle there the fires of revolution which even yet 
smoulder in their ashes. Let us prudently 
avoid a foreign war, if we can; and submit to 
sacrifices, rather than concentrate upon our­
selves at one and the same moment the hostil- 
itv of two Continents.—Boston Post.
A paper before us gives a list of fifty- 
nine candidates for U. States Senator in this 
State. In the list we notice the namesofHon. 
C. Delano, lion. W. R. Sapp and Hon. Wait 
Whitney among the “ anxious ones” in Knox
bus Kentucky.
The Milwaukee Free Democrat, an ultra 
Abolition paper has “ gone dead,” a fate it 
richly deserved.
Secretary Cameron makes service the 
requisite of every man who aspires to a com­
mission. This is right.
Petitions are circulating at Cincinnati 
to have Col. Bob McCook made a Brigadier 
General. Good.
SST' The rebels admit a loss of three hun­
dred killed, in the late battle, hut console them­
selves with publishing greatly exaggerated ac­
counts about our loss.
Newbern, N. C., is in a ferment excite­
ment, in expectation of an attack ,n that quar­
ter. The town is under martial law, and ev­
ery preparation is being made.
George N. Sanders is a candidate for 
the Confederate Congress from the 12th district 
in Kentucky.
Gov,: Chase has written a letter to a 
member of the Legislature stating that lie 
will not be a candidate for U. S. Senator.
Gov. Tod declines making more milita­
ry appointments from civil life, preferring to 
leave margin for promotion for merit.
XtSgr* A majority of the men elected on the 
so-called “Union Party” ticket to the Legisla­
ture are said to be opposed lo the re-election of 
Senator Wade.
The rebels have hung up the black flag 
at Pensacola, which means “ Death and no 
quarter.”
The Kansas Legislature has a bill be­
fore it to put a stop to “Jayhawking,” a sort 
of wholesale thieving that grew up under Jim 
Lane.
80“ Office seekers at Washington are thick 
as lice in Egypt. There are no less than 1,- 
800 applicants for paymasters in the navy.
figy* Qurold friend W. S. V Prentiss, Esq., 
has been appointed Chief Clerk in the Comp- 
tiollet’s office. This is an appointment “emi­
nently fit to be made.”
A Cairo dispatch states that orders were 
received at that place on Thursday night to 
immediately put the mortar boats into condi­
tion for service.
8gT There was a large sale of Government 
horses at Gillipolis last week—the animals 
ranging in price from 25c to $50.
ggy*- Gen. Beauregard leaves Manassas, and 
takes charge of the rebel army in Kentucky.
JpSr" Reverend Bishop Ames, of the Metho­
dist Church, and Hamilton Fish, ofNew York, 
are appointed Commissioners to proceed to the 
South to relieve the Union prisoners of war.
W Mr. Cameron gave a grand farewell 
banquet in Washington recently, entertaining 
handsomely the diplomatists and others. He 
can afford it.
JJJSUThe Richmond Dispatch, of Friday states 
that Gen. Crittenden was badly wounded, and 
was retreating towards Knoxville. It admits 
that the rebels lost five hundred killed and 
wounded’ at Mill Springs.
iigy* Silas Ilurin, one of the first settlers of 
Lebanon, O., died at that place on Sunday, Jan­
uary, 10, aged eighty years.
Igy* An exchange says that James Davis, 
the first colored child born in Ohio, died in 
Dayton on Saturday, in his 75th year. He 
was born at Marietta on the 27th of March, 
1787. There were, we imagine, a few copper 
colored children born in Ohio before the afore­
said Davis.
They say a Hoe press is actually need­
ed in the U. S. Treasury office to print money! 
It can’t be printed now fast enough for the de­
mand.
In the Legislature of Wisconsin a bill 
is pending which provides for the taxation of 
all railroads in the State to the amount of three 
or four per centum upon their gross receipts.
The Eighty-second Regiment, Col. Cant­
well, passed through Columbns on Saturday 
night, on the way to Grafton, Virginia. Its 
destination is understood to be Romney.
J8@“Falsely charging a man with Secession­
ism is held to he libelous in Ohio. A spunky 
Democrat who w’as thus accused has recover­
ed $1,000 in a court of law, of one of his 
neighbors who made this charge. Good!
Some of Congressman Ely’s party pa­
pers seem to intimate their opinion that he has 
been partially won over to the rebel cause by 
rebel politeness to him at Richmond.
jjgr The lower house of the Massachusetts 
General Court have agreed that the State shall 
assume its portion of the national tax.
jggy" It is said that the Virginia and South 
Carolina rebels at Leesburg, Va. got “ high” 
on Christmas, and had a quarrel, which resul­
ted in several contusions, fructures. and wounds 
generally.
A rebel flag at Lynchburg, Va., was 
cut down a ft w nights since, and torn in pieces] 
by some “Lincolnitc,” as the Republican of 
that place claims.
Adjutant General Buckingham has is­
sued an order requiring that all vacancies that 
may hereafter occur in Regiments must be fill, 
cd from the Regiment where they occur.
ggy Senator Wade's new joint rule of Con­
gress, providing for secret sessions under gag, 
has occasioned much unfavorable comment, 
and will, probably, not be adopted.
The Government, in setting the claims 
of Union prisoners, has made no allowance for 
ration money. An application to test the ques­
tion, will be made.
Extensive frauds have been discovered 
in army contracts in Philadelphia, and two 
members of the committee have left for Phila- 
adelphia to investigate the affair.
figr" The Scientific American states that there 
is a revival of basmess at the Patent Office, 
Washington—the number of applications tiled 
in December exceeding those ot E ox ember by 
more than one hundred.
The Governor of Kansas estimates that 
during the year 1861, ten thousand white 
Union refugees, from Missouri and Arkansas, 
came into Kansas, and five thousand fugitive 
slaves, principally from Missouri.
A Washington correspondent of the 
New York Express writes that Dr. Cheever is
The Memphis Argus styles Jefferson 
Davis and his cabinet “illegal xvielders ot au­
thority,” compliments the United States ar­
my, and admits that the rebels arc hemmed in 
on all sides, by superior forces.
he Boston Traveller learns from “good 
authority at Y» ashington,” that having prom­
ised to European powers the opening of the 
cotton ports in the month of February, this 
Government is making every effort to perform 
its engagement.
RgU Capt. Spangler, of Millersburg, com­
mander of one of the companies in the 16th 
regiment, returned home last week and died on 
Sunday morning. lie was said to be an excel­
lent man and respected by all who knew him. 
He leaves a family.
ggr The Secretary’ of War orders that no 
further contracts be made by his department 
for any articles of foreign manufactures that 
can be. held at home. This includes arms, and 
all outstanding orders for purchase of arms, 
clothing, etc., in foreign countries, are annull­
ed.
fig?** During a snow storm in the mountain 
of Pennsylvania, last Thursday, there were vi­
vid flashes of lightning, accompanied by the 
rear of thunder at intervals. This most sin­
gular event quite startled the people out of 
their propriety.
Savs the Terre Ilaute Journal, one year
Report from Burnside's Expe­
dition.
Encounter a Se veie Storm off Hatteras 
SEVERAL VESSELS LOST.
ago a bushel of corn would buy two pounds of 
coffee. Now, it takes at least a bushel and a 
half to buy one pound of coffee. What a 
vast change this rebellion has made upon the 
condition, and especially the labor of the coun­
try. _______________________
A Tremendous Groan from Rebeldom.
The Memphis Appeal is having the blues 
terribly over the management of affairs in 
Seceshdom by Jeff'. Davis & Co. Hear it :
Price is in fqll retreat southward. Price 
will probably continue in full retreat, for there 
are several—indeed, no less than three—Fed­
eral armies, each as large, better armed and 
better equipped,, converging upon him. Ilis 
pass victories have been rendered valueless.— 
Federal forces have not been massed in Ken­
tucky too great for a man of Sidney Johns­
ton’^ calibree to venture to attack, and the par­
alyzing of Price, through the xvithdrawal of 
McCulloch, has rendered the overruning of 
Missouri to the Arkansas frontieran easy task 
to the Federals. We are forced hack out of 
Missouri—checkmated in Kentucky. Chase 
has obtained his money in Wall street.
The blockade is unbreakable as yet. In one 
word, we’re hemmed in. We’ve allowed the 
moment of victory to pass. We were so anx­
iously watching. the operations of England 
that we stand aghast on turning our eyes home­
ward again to find ourselves ten-fold worse off' 
than we were ere the commencement of Price’s 
last forward march, and that accursedly used 
sensationism, the arrest of Messrs. Mason and 
Slidell. Day follows day, and in lieu of being 
weakened, we find the Federal armies, at all 
points, being strengthened, almost every arti­
cle of manufacturing and domestic necessity 
quadrupled in price, and our money will soon be 
exceeding scare, for lack of paper and paste board 
wherewith to make it.
Treason in Boston.
The Boston Post says :
Treason is still rampant in Boston, as well as
in Charleston, South Caiolina, and we may ask 
where are the authorities, that such treason is 
tolerated here, when thousands of the sons ot 
Massachusetts, on the line of the Potomac, and 
on the Southern ’seaboard, are risking their 
lives to put it down ? The Liberator once par­
aded at its head “ the Constitution is a coven­
ant with death and an agreement with hell.” 
This was as strong with treason as any words 
ever uttered by Yancey or Rhett, or any oth­
er minion ol secession. In all probability the 
District Attorney gave the Liberator notice that 
this offending was too rank in the nostrils of 
this loyal people to be longer continued witl 
safety. The Liberator complies, and erases 
the words, but with a dexterous slei"ht-of-hand 
the same treason noxxr leers out of those other 
xvords at the head of its columns, “ no union 
xvith slaveholders:” which is inculcating a spir­
it of disloyalty to that Constitution whose un­
broken integrity makes a Union xvith slave­
holders a legal necessity. Yet the Liberator 
remains unrestricted in its circulation through 
the mails, unimprisoned for its treason. Let 
the authorities again show their sword of jus­
tice, if they xvould save the property and lives 
of Massachusetts men now imperilled to undo 
the treason thsse men have accomplished.
Headquarters Ohio Militia.
Adjutant-General’s Office, ) 
Columbus, Jan. 21, 1862. j
GENERAL ORDER NO. 1.
The attention of Commanding officers of the 
Regiments noxv in camp in Ohio, is called to 
the instructions contained in General Order 
No. 57, and in the private circular of January 
11, 1862, in regard to granting leave of ab­
sence.
There is abundant evidence, that both offi­
cers and.men are still to a very great extent 
unnecessarily absent from the posts. At this 
time, xvhen any regiment is liable to be called 
suddenly into the field, no time should be lost 
in making every possible preparation, by con­
stant and diligent study and drill, and by the 
actual presence of every member in the camp; 
so that xvhen the call is made, there may be no 
delays . •
From the great numbers of officers constan­
tly to be seen traveling on th<? railroads it is 
evident that the importance of improving ev­
ery moment of time is not duly appreciated, 
nor the fact that discipline and drill is all that 
makes the difference between effective reliable 
troops and a helpless unwieldlv mob.
Every man who enters the service of his 
country should know that all his time and tal­
ent belong to her. aud that every neglect of du­
ty is an act of frauds
' Leave of absence will not therefore be gran­
ted except in extreme eases, such as xvould be 
justifiable during an active campaign. All of­
ficers absent without leave will-beimmediately 
reported by name to this office.
Recruiting parties to consist of <mec<>mipf£p- 
sioned officer and one or two non-d§gi.i»ji?SjfifiJ 
ed officers or privates will be organized where 
necessary, and the order sent to this office for 
approval, xvhich xvill entitle them to transpor­
tation and other usual expenses.
By order Commander-in-Chief,
C. B. BUCKINGHAM,
Adj. Gen. Ohio.
loss OF Z.IFF.
Fortress Monroe, Jan. 27.
By the arrival of the steamer Eastern State, 
we hav.e the .first direct and official intelligence 
of the Burnside Expexlitiop. The Eastern 
^ate left Hatteras Inlet last night, and arriv­
ed here late this afternoon. The recent storms 
were unusually severe at Hatteras, and consid­
erably delayed and crippled the expedition, but 
fhvorable.La * tatC lcft’ cvcr>'thinS ^oked
The Burnside Expedition sailed from Hamp­
ton Roads on the 11th and 12th of January 
and consisted of over one hundred and twenty! 
five vessels of all classes. They arrived at 
Hatteras between the 12tb and J7th inst., hav­
ing been greatly retarded by severe storms and 
adverse winds, xyhich prevailed during that 
time. After their arrival at Hatteras, tiiev ex­
perienced a series of unparalleled storms,'that 
at times it was impossible to hold communica­
tion betxveen any two vessels of the fleet.’
• After the storm, it was discovered that nb 
vessel drawing over seven feet, tliiee inches 
could.pass into’ Pamlico Sound. No vessel 
either could pass outside the bar, drawing over 
thirteen feet of water, unless very skillfully pi­
loted. Consequently The. City of Nexv York 
struck on. the outside of the bar. She had a 
cargo valued at $200,000, of powder, rifles and 
bombs, and proved a total loss. Her crew 
were saved.
1 he steamer Pocahontas went ashore near
the Lighthouse, and became a total wreck._
Ninety valuable horses, belonging to Rhode 
Island battery, were on board of her, and were 
all drowned, including several valued at $500 
each.
The Grapeshot parted her hawser and went 
down at sea*; her crew were saved.
An unknown schooner, loaded with oats, and 
another schooner, name unknown, xvith six of 
her crew, were lost on the beach.
I he steamer Louisiana struck a bar, xvlierc 
she still remains. The report ot her burning is 
incorrect. She may get ofi'.
I he Eastern Queen and the Voltigeur are 
also ashore. The latter xvill probably get ofi'.
Hie xvater vessels attached to the expedition 
had not reached their destination when the 
Eastern State left, and had it not been for the 
condensers on board some of the vessels, and a 
vessel on shore, the most terrible suffering 
must have occurred among the troops. As it 
was, the xxater casks were composed of old 
whisky, camphene and keresine oil casks.
It is thought the pilots at Hatteras have 
proved traitors, having intentionally run sev­
eral vessels ashore.
The waves dashed xvith a clean s\x;eep across 
the Hatteras shore, completely cutting ofi' the 
Fort from outside communication.
.Col. Allen, of the 9th Nexv York Regiment, 
and bis Surgeon, Weller, xvith a boat’s crew 
and the second nfate of the Anne Thompson, 
xvhen they found that the troops needed water, 
manned a lifeboat in order to reach the Gen­
eral and obtain it. The boat swamped, and 
the Colonel, Surgeon and mate were drowned. 
The crexv were saved.
Gen. Burnside has succeeded in getting over 
the bar one-half of his vessels, including all 
the gunboats ami seven thousand troops.— 
Everything appeared to be in satisfactory con­
dition when the Eastern State left. The large 
transports, xvith troops, remained outside until 
the arrival of the Spalding from Port Royal 
on the 23d, xvhen Capt. Dawes volunteered to 
bring them all inside. This was accomplish­
ed yesterday afternoon, the Eastern State pass­
ing the last of t hem as se left.
A portion of the tug boats chartered by Gen. 
Burnside lor the expedition refused to prodeed 
any farther than Fortress Monroe.
Fair whether has set in, and the schooners 
of the expedition are making their appearance 
xvith water, coal and provisions, and every­
thing looks more promising.
Gen. Burnside has been indefatigable. He 
is confident of the ultimate success of the ex­
pedition, and has the confidence of every man 
under his command.
•The only troops that have been landed are 
the Twenty-fourth Massachusetts Regiment 
and the Rhode Island battery. Colonel Haw- 
kin's Regiment goes xvith the Burnside Expe­
dition.
There has been no loss of life except xvhat 
is above mentioned.
Difl'erent reports are received at Hatteras 
from the^urrounding population in relation to 
the disposition and intentions ofthe enemy.— 
Some xvho come in say that the rebels are 
completely frightened, and will not make a 
stand. Another report is that large masses of 
troops xvill be concentrated in that vicinity ; 
and still another story, confirmed by many, 
that their exertions xvill be directed chiefly to 
placing obstacles in the way of our progress 
to Norfolk.
The rebels keep a good lookout on our move­
ments xvith their gunboats. Two of them 
made their appearance after the storm, but dis­
appeared xvhen chased.
How Napoleon Punished Swindling in 
His Army.
Just before the great battle of Wagram, 
while the army was encamped on the Island of 
Lobau, near Vienna, Napoleon xvalked one day 
xvith one of his Marshal s on the shore, pass­
ed a company of grenadiers seated at their din­
ner. “Well my friends,” said he, “I hope you 
find the xvine good?” “ It xvill not make us 
drink,” replied one, “there is our cellar,” 
pointing to the river Danube. The Emperor, 
xvho had ordered a bottle of wine to each man, 
xvas surprised, and made an immediate, inqui­
ry. lie found that forty thousand bottles sent 
by him a fexv days before, for the army, had 
been purloined and xvere unaccounted for by 
the Commissaries. They xvere immediately 
brought to trial and condemned to be shot, 
xvhich sentence xvas speedily carried into exe­
cution. Here xvas a venal offense, insignifi­
cant, indeed, when compared xvith the frauds 
upon the urgent xvants and necessities of our 
soldiers, recently brought to light, but it re­
ceived a severe and merited punishment. A 
few such «xamples in our army xvould do a 
world of good.
•-
county for Senatorial honors. Has General
Vance declined ? Perhaps he still thinks of | to be arrested for treason uttered in his recent 
entering the army. I harangue at the Smithsonian Institute.
Tremendous Wind Storm.
Trot, N. Y., Jan. 25.
A. tremenduous gale prevailed all through 
Western Vermont this morning. As the train 
which left Troy for Rutland, at 7:15 A. M., 
xvas fix’e or six miles above Bennington, in the 
town ofShaftsburv Vt., it encountered the gale. 
While passing an embankment about 30 feet 
high, one of the cars xvas broken from its coup­
ling and thrown by the force of the wind,down 
the^bank. Dr. II. Dwight, of Boston, as pas­
senger, xvas instantly killed. Jno. Robinson, 
the road master, xvas severely injured and xvill 
not survive. One other man and two ladies 
xvere slightly injured.
National Expenses.
James Brooks, one of the editors of the Nexx 
York Express, says in a recent letter from 
Washington, that for the four or six preceding 
xvecks, the expenditures ol the Government 
have been full three millions every dax , and 
that the xveek ending Saturday for last week, 
they averaged nearly four millions every’ day.
Political Gossip.
The Nexx- York correspondent of the Boston 
Journal says :
The resignation or removal of Mr. Cameron 
revives the gossip that he xvas under the ban in 
certain quarters where a lady xvas concerned. 
It was said here some time ago, that he xvas 
not only in disfavor, but that a lady in high 
position had xvritten a letter in which Mr. Cam­
eron wats mentioned xvith another Secretary 
xvho xvould soon be removed. A copy of that 
letter, I have reason to believe, is in the hands 
of a distinguished member of Congress from 
this State, and has been shown to a fexv trusty 
persons. As the removal of Mr. Cameron has 
been completed, it will be curious to see if the 
other member of the Cabinet will follow. If 
he does, the reason for this change, as indica­
ted in the letter, will be more curious than the 
removal itself.
Highly Important from Washington.
“ All
quiet
Potomac.
the banner.
MOUNT VERNON,....... ,.FEB. 4, 1862.
|)omt ^flairs.
Sandusky, Mansfield <fc Newark R.R.
MOUNT VERNON TIME TABLE.
Going NoihA-—10:47, A. M.; 2:32. P. M.
Going North—8:20, A. M; 3:51, P. M.
Central Ohio Railroad.
NEWARK TIME TABLE.
12:05, P. M.j 12:05, A. M.
Going East—5:20, A. M.j 4:30, P. M.
Pittsburgh. Columbus *fc Cin. R. R.
nbwarH time table.
Going W'ewf—12:05, A. M.; 12:05, P. M.
Going East—,3:45, P. M.; 5:30,. A. M.
Cost:
On Friday night, January 31st, a gentle­
man’s woolen shawl, of a “mixed red” color. 
The finder will be liberally rewarded by leav­
ing it at.this office.
$55”' Specimen copies of the 
B eekly Journal of Commerce may 
this office.
New York 
be seen a1
Peak Family Bell Ringers.
This celebrated troupe of Bell Fingers are 
on the carpet, and are to appear in our city on 
I Friday and Saturday, Feb. 7th and 8th. They 
come with a double team, and our citizens may 
expect something rich. The Peak’s have just 
closed an engagement at Niblo’s, New York. 
The press from that section speaks in the'high- 
est terms of this truly talented company.
We copy the following notice of this compa­
ny from the New York Times: '
THE PEAK ’ FAMILY.
The imitable “Peak Family” gave, another 
of their concerts at Washington Ilall, last even­
ing, to a well filled house. It was one of the 
most interesting and best managed concerts 
that we have ever witnessed in^his corner of 
the universe. “ Its a smart family, that Peak 
family is,” we heard an old lady exclaim after 
the performances, which; by the way, were 
verv projierly closed before ten o’clock and we 
think that there was not a person present but 
fully agreed with the old lady. The bell ring­
ing was very fine; we had no idea before ol 
the music that could be rung outol bells; 
“ Sounds from Home” were particularly melo­
dious, and “Annie, Laurie with variations,” by 
Eddie and Lizzette, called forth the most rap­
turous applause.
Master Frank, a youth of we should think 
about 5 years “did” the Yankee character to 
perfection. Mr. A. II. Fernald sang several 
airs, the most applauded of which was a Scotch 
ballad. “Billy boy ami bis over-anxious 
From the
tickled audience, But, perhaps the best part 
of the performance during tqe evening, was 
the Zouave drill in costume. In this the four 
juveniles took part. They were dressed in the 
genuine French Zouave costumes, and had 
their faces ornamented with delicately painted 
moustaches and goatees. Their maaching and 
singing were alike “immense,” as an old gen­
tleman who sat behind us said.
The whole performance, as we have said be­
fore, was pleasing ; the actors were perfectly at 
homeand irresistably comifcal. To-night, they 
perform again for the delectation of the Wil- 
liamsburghers, and we say give them a full 
honse- This is announced as their last ct 
cert.
The kittle Pilgrim. i Judging from its proceedings this far,
This is the cheapest and best Child’s Paper We’think the present -“Uiuqn^I^glature of 
published in the United States. It is edited by ' Qhf0 turn out to be as great a humbug as
that accomplished lady and lovely writer, (ts Republican predecessor.'
“Grace Greenwood.” It is a perfect museum i -------- — :---------
of instruction and arausen^pt for little folks. 
The price is 50 cents for single'copies, 5 copied 
for $2,00 ; 14 copies for $5,00 ; 24 copies for 
$8,00; 50 copies for $15; Address Leander K 
Lippencott, 119 Walnut street, Philadelphia.
york Packing in Newark.
The firm of Flory, Morath & Co., have kill, 
ed aiid packed the present season upwards of 
five thousand hogs, They would have done a 
still larger but felt unawarranted in buying 
more heavily at such prices as were demand- 
edc We would like to see ” this establishment 
become a large and permanent home institu­
tion to which our pork raisers cauld always 
for a steady market.—Advocate.
For great bargains, 
jcg>“ In Ready-made Clothing,
Go to Buschman’s,
Kenyon House.“©a
(Komnumal lUmh.
In Knox County Com­
mon Picas.
Send the Volunteers Papers.
In all the letters received from our “ soldier- 
boys,” there is a call for home papers. Every 
paper received by the volunteers is as good as 1 Mother,” drew screams of laun 
a letter, especially a paper like the Banner, 
that is filled with live reading every week.—
We have a prdposition to make. It is this:
We will send the Banner for $1,00 per annum 
cash in advance to all volunteers in active 
service in the army, and mail it punctually ev­
ery week. We wish it understood that this 
proposition is only intended for soldier’s pa­
pers, and has nothing to do with our regular 
subscribers. The low price at which it is of­
fered, will barely cover the cost of paper ahd 
printing, and what might otherwise be consid­
ered as profits we will give as a donation “to 
the cause.”
Suicide at Newark.
A Welch woman, by the name of Williams, 
whose husband is in the 76th Regiment, hung 
herself at Newark on Monday of last week, 
and was found dead. She was a woman of 
good character, and church member, but poor, 
sickly and in low spirits.
Wouldn’t Try on his own Vest.
It is reported by Secretary Staiiton that ah 
inventor of a patent breast plate was asked if 
it had been tested by the Board. “No,” he 
replied. “Then I’ll order a test. Put it on 
and be shot at.” “But I might be hit in some 
unprotected part.” “No, Col. Berdan shall 
shoot-—a sure marksman.” The breast plate 
inventor about time thought it advisable to 
skadaddle !
Mount Vernon Market*.
Banner Office, > 
Monday, February.Sd, 1862. j
WHEAT—75 @ 80e.
CORN—25 (g) 36c.
• OATS—17 @ 13c.
BARLEY—40c.
RYE—33 @ 35c.
HAY—Timothy, $6,50 @ pcr ton’
FLAX-SEED—$1,00,
GROCERIES—Coffee 22 @ 25 ; Sugar 12 @ 13;
Molasses 60 @ 60; Teas 80 @ 1,25; Chceso-6j @ 
7c*; Rice 9 (u, IQc.
SUNDRIES—Dried Apples 5c per ft;, White
Beaus 75 @ 1,00; Butter 12ic; Eggs 10c.
kegal Notice
Rufus 0. Stevenson, Plaintiff "
- vs.
Ann G. Stevenson, Evan D.
JStev-enson, Samuel Steven­
son, Anne E. Simms, Defen­
dants.
ANN.'E. SIMMS,one of the defendants in tho above ease, anon-resident of the State of Ohio, will take notice that Rufus O. Stevenson, did, on the 2ilh 
day of November, A. D, 1861, file his petition in the 
Court of Common Pleas, within and tor the County of 
Knox, State of Ohio; against the said Ann G. Steven­
son, Evan D. Stevenson, Samuel Stevenson, arid Ann 
E. Simms, defendants, setting forth that Abelard Ste­
venson, deceased, late of Knox county, bequeathed in 
his last will, tho sum of twenty-five hundred dollars, 
from which the support of the said Ann G. btevenwon, 
widow, was to be drawn, and praying that a trustee 
may be appointed to take charge of said fund, and in­
vest it under the direction of the Court; and the said 
Anne E. Simms is notified to appear and answer said 
petition on or before third Saturday after the twen­
tieth day of January next.
RUFUS O. STEVENSON,
By R C. Huru & Sox, his Attorni^.
Dec. 17: w6pr$6.12________ _______ _________
BARGAINS! BARGAINS!
DEMOCRATIC BANNER
anti gok
Woodward Block, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Having just received largo additions to our former 
extensive supply of
Book, Job and Card Type,
From the well-known Fonndefy of L. Jonxsorr A Co- 
Philadelphia, embracing some of the newost and most 
beautiful styles, the undersigned is better preparod 
than ever to execute
BOOK AND PAMPHLET WORK,
AND IX FACT KVjSIIY DKSCIUl'TION OF
^o& anh ^anni fob printing,
Chaplain of the 13d Regiment.
Capt. Poorman, in a letter to his paper, the 
Belmont Chronicle, appears to be dissatisfied 
with the selection of the Rev. Mr. Bonte, Rec­
tor of St. Paul’s Church. Mt. Vernon, as Chap­
lain of the 43d Regiment. The principal rea­
eon assigned for this dislike on the part of 
friend Poorman, is the fact that Mr. Bonte is 
an Episcopalian, while “nine-tenths of the 
Church members of the Regiment belong to 
the Methodist and Presbyterian churches,” 
&c. For the life of us we cannot see what 
the particular denomination a minister belongs 
to has to do with his fitness for the office of 
Chaplain in the Army. The main matter to 
be determined in such cases, in our opinion, is 
whether the applicant for Chaplain is really a 
good man and a Christian, and if this is set­
tled satisfactory, it is of little consequence to 
what religious denomination he may belong. 
We think friend Poorman, after he becomes 
as well acquainted with Mr. Bonte aS we are, 
will think and write differently about him.— 
We believe Mr. Bonte will become a general 
favorite with the Regiment, and will do evefv 
thing in his power to minister to the tempo­
ral as well as the spiritual wants of the sold­
iers.
tamp Items.
— In the early part of last week Col. Smith 
was telegraphed to from headquarters to have 
the 43d Regiment in readiness to march “ at 
an hour’s notice.” This created intense excite- 
sment amongst the different companies, and the 
bustle and enthusiasm was very great. The 
marching orders did not come, however, as was 
expected and the excitement soon subsided.
— The paymaster visited the Carnp on Thurs­
day, and paid off all the companies but two 
or three, that had not perfected their organiza­
tion. Capt. Walker’s company, was amongst 
he unpaid ones,'simply because it lacked three 
names to make it full. Between $20,000 and 
$25,000, we understand, were disbursed by the 
paymaster. Some of the boys had a high old 
time that day!
— S. A. Larason’s fragment of a company 
raised in this county, has been united with por­
tions of companies raised in Franklin and Lo­
rain counties, and a new and full company 
formed from the whole number. Mr. Lara- 
eon has been chosen First Lieutenant.
— Our young friend E. L, Dunbar, who as 
sisted Lieut. Larrasou in recruiting volunteers 
in this county, has been transferred to Capt. 
Ferguson’s company, of which he has been 
chosen Second Lieutenant.
— The discipline in Camp is now very se­
vere. Squad, company and regimental drills 
are going on all the day, except during the brie 
hours set apart for meals. Col. Smith and his 
accomplished aids, are untiring in their efforts 
to make the 43d the best drilled Regiment in 
the country. In fact, it is now called by many 
the “ 43d Regulars.”
To Lovers of Coffee.
A correspondent of the St. Louis Republican, 
savs : “As coffee is now selling at high 
prices, and as money is scarce, I wish to sug­
gest a plan for making cheap coffee: Get 
some rye; first, scald it: second, dry it: third, 
brown it, and then mix it with one third cof­
fee and two thirds rye : and then you will have 
as good a cup of coffee as you ever drank.”— 
It is an easy matter to try this substitute for 
Java, and if found to answer, it will prove a 
great saving to the lovers of this expensive ar­
ticle. . . -
The Pitfwburgk Nurseries.
We have frequently made, favorable men­
tion of these extensive Nurseries, of which our 
friend Rev. J. Knox, is the proprietor. For 
all varieties of small fruits, these Nurseries 
are not excelled in the United States. Mr. 
Knox in addition to his other business, has 
opened a Seed Store and Horticultural Depot, 
at No. 29, Filth street, opposite the Exchange 
Bank, which we hope all our friends will vis­
it when in Pittsburgh.
Mr. A. Thompson Editor of the Delaware 
Gazette, in an artiole published in the Gard­
ner’s Monthly, thus speaks of the Pittsburgh 
N urseries:
The horticultural reader has heard of the 
celebrated fruit farm owned and cultivated by 
Rev. J. Knox, in the vicinity of Pittsburgh, 
Pa. It is undeniably the most extensive es­
tablishment of the kind in the United States ; 
and notwithstanding its large size, is as thor­
oughly and systematically cultivated as any 
other to be found in the country, however lim­
it© 1 in extent. From the central position oc­
cupied by the family-mansion, the eye takes in 
at a glance over one hundred acres, within a 
single enclosure,'almost every rod of which is 
occupied by fruit trees, vines and plants, ap­
ples, peaches, grapes, strawberries, blackber­
ries, rasberries, gooseberries, currants, &c., all 
in the highest state of luxuriant growth, and 
all receiving as clean and thorough culture as 
is bestowed upon a good garden. The place 
has already been described in detail, and I do 
not propose going over the same ground again, 
but simply design not icing a few of the promi­
nent features, which, during a recent visit, es­
pecially attracted my attention and elicited my 
admiration.
Mr. Knox makes the culture of the straw­
berry for market and raising plants for sale, a 
speciality.
He has been called the “ Strawberry King;” 
and if unquestionable pre-eminence in this 
branch of fruit culture can entitle a person to 
the appellation, it is justly bestowed. The 
statement that lie hasyf/fy acres in strawber­
ries seems almost incredible; but a walk over 
the place, and an examination of the extent of 
the plantation, cannot fail to satisfy most 
skeptical, that the amount of ground above in­
dicated is thus occupied. During the last sea­
son the hands employed in picking and send­
ing fruit to market numbered at times as high 
as three hundred per day, and the berries were 
sent in large quantities to New York, Phila­
delphia, Buffalo, Chicago, Detroit, and most 
of the other cities of the North and West,— 
some going even into Canada. Inconsequence 
of the size and handsome appearanco of the 
fruit (the effect of thorough culture and the 
selection of the choice varieties) it brought in 
most cases full double the price obtained for 
such as is ordinarily to be found in our city 
markets. Mr. Knox purchases and tests eve­
ry new variety that appears, and the number 
of sorts comprised in his specime i bed, each 
occupying a distinct row, considerably ex­
ceeds one hundred. Some of them arc, of 
course, of but little value,—many of them are 
found desirable for general collection, and 
few are esteemed worthy of universal culture. 
First on his list of fa vorites stands Triomphe de 
Grand, which, the best eeason, has fully main­
tained its high reputation as a first-class berry 
in all respects, and extent of his plantations of 
this variety, the preparations to still further 
extend them, and production of millions of 
plants, clearly evince the high estimation in 
which he holds it. The beds for raising plants 
are entirely distinct from those for fruiting ; 
all the runners are permitted to grow and root, 
and the beds so remote from each other as to 
render admixture impossible; and those pur­
chasing plants of Mr. Knox can do so with 
full confidence that they are true to name and 
un mixed.
Mr. Forsyth, the agent for the Pittsburgh 
Nurseries, is now making a tour through Ohio, 
and will promptly pttend to all orders that may 
be entrusted to him for plants.
ARRIVAL OF THE EUROPA.
Comments of the English Press.
Halifax, Jan. 20.
The Europa, from Liverpool on the lltli, 
and Queenstown the 12th, arrived last nigiit. 
She brings neither troops nor stores, and the 
government has discontinued shipments by the 
Cunarders. It was reported that warlike prep­
arations at Woolwich have not been relaxed, 
Steamers continued taking on heavy stores tor 
Halifax and Jamaeia.
Seward’s dispatches were considered in Coun­
cil on the 9th. The Times understands an an­
swer yilLbfi. returned, expressing gratification 
at the disavowal of Commodore Wilkes-’ act, 
accepting the satisfaction tendered, and assum­
ing the precedent in tlie Treiit case will rule 
the case of the schooner Engenie Smith, as to 
the law ofneiRrals. The government will de­
cline to answer until it has an opportunity of 
submitting the whole note to their law officers. 
There are propositions in the note admissible, 
but after the release of the prisoners may be 
properly discussed.
The Morning Post announces that a thor­
ough understanding with the American Gov­
ernment has been arrived at, and that Seward 
will have succeeded in impressing on the Eng­
lish government and the nation, that they will 
have not only present indemnity, but no small 
pledge of future security.
The Times fixes England’s expense, owing 
to the late difficulty, at £2,000,000, but when 
the bills are all in, it will double that amount, 
but that money has not been thrown away.
The Daily News is eulogistic of the course 
pursued by the Washington Government, and 
bitterly denounces the policy of the Times and 
Post.
The Times has a strong editorial on the re­
ception due to Mason and Slidell; and says they 
are about the most worthless booty it would be 
possible to extract from the jaws of the Ameri­
can Lion, having been long known as habitual 
haters and revilers of England, and sincerely 
hopes Englishmen wont give these fellows an 
ovation. England has returned them good for 
evil; and if they can, they will be only too wil­
ling to entangle her in a war with the North. 
England would have done the same for two ne­
groes. Other journals advise a similar course.
The Times reiterates its denunciation of the 
stone blockade, and says that among the crimes 
which have disgraced mankind, it would be dif­
ficult to find one more atrocious than this, and 
asserts that no belligerent has a right to resort 
to such warfare.
The Tuscarora and Nashville continued at 
Southampton. The Nashville was in thedock. 
The government observed the strictest neutral­
ity towards her. Nothing was permitted to be 
done except to render her seaworthy.
The Sumter is reported to have left Cadiz for 
Southampton.
Russell's correspondence to the Times pre­
dicts that the fate of the American Govern­
ment will be sealed if January passes without 
some great victory.
Allegheny Cattle Market
Allegheny, Jan. 30 1S62.
Beeves—’There were 2550 head offered, of which 
1080 were sold at prices ranging from 24 to 3Jc y ft. 
gross. The Remainder were lelt over, and will be
sent East. • _ . . t
Sheep—About 950 head were offered, but up till 
last evening none were sold.
Ho°-s—There were 12,325 head offered, about half 
of which were sold at prices ranging fiom $2,75 to 
$3,15 3? hundred lbs, gross.
The above transactions were up till a late hour on 
Wednesday evening. L
New York Market.
New York Jan. 31.
FLOUR—Advanced about 5c per bbl with a mod­
erate demand for export and home consumption — 
Sales 18,200 bbls at 5 @ 55 Tor super State; $5.75 
(A 5 80 for extra State; $5 60 @ o »5 for super Wes­
tern; $5 75@i5 90 for common to medium extra Wes­
tern- $5 95@6 00 for shipping brands extra round 
hoop Ohio; $6 10@6 -75 for trade brands do. The 
market closing firm with holders generally refusingto 
accept the inside quotations.
CORN MEAL—Steady. Sale’s at $3 40 for Wes­
tern; $3 25@3 30 for Brandywine.
WHEAT—Is better with a moderate export de­
mand. Sales 42.000 bush Chicago Spring at $1 39 ; 
12,000 bush Northwestern club at $1 30: 8,100 bu 
extra choice-anaHer Green Bay at $140; 15,500 bu 
inferior and common winter red Illinois at $1 38@ 
t 40; 6,100 bu amber Michigan at $1 40: GOO bu infe­
rior white Indiana at $1 41.
Ap tke’ap’d fltfu. Siffi^21£7|0 bu?at 73(dJ 
-.SDcifor inferior western :. 83c ft>r ^Jersey; 8^p85 tor 
good to prime western and State.
BARLEY—Scarce and firm. Sales 1,600 bush 
State at 85 @ 90c.
CORN—There is rather more dying and the market 
is nbqut le per bu better. Sales 38,4)00 bush 66c-fof 
mixed western iff store; G6.e de delivered; and white 
Southern on private terms.
OATS—In moderate demand at 41 @42e for Cana­
dian, Western and State.
AVHIT'E,
SIGN OF THE 15iG KOOK,
OFFERS AT 25
TO
3.3 per cent discount from usu­
al prices, a very desirable stock of Miscellaneous 
Books.
HISTORY,
BIOGRAPHY.
THEOLOGY,
AGRICULTURE,
ARTS AND SCIENCE,
POETRY,
DRAMA,
FICTION,
GIFT BOOKS, 
JUVENILES,
Ac., Ac., Ac.
Including
Preecott's Worka, in haif-ealf, and Library Binding.
Byron. Milton, Burns, Scott, Ilemans, Moore, Shel­
ley, Montgdhiei-y,J Landon, Goldsmith, Ben Johnson, 
Pope, Shakespeare, and other British Pouts, in An- 
tiqne-mor and Library binding.
Scott’s. Bulwer's and Cooper’s NOVELS.
A good assortment of GIFT BOOKS. JUA E- 
NILES, and ALBUMS. Dee 31
PAPERS.A full assortment.Extra Quality,
Writing Paners,
At WHITE’S
dec 31 Bock Store.
I~NAJ«CY GOOJ1S,_ With ut reference to Cost,
At WHITE’S, Sigx 'oF the Big Book.
Ppcket Books, Wallets, Backgammon Boards, Chess
Men, Dominos, Brushes, . Combs, Pocket Rules. Ac., 
Ac., Ac. dee 31
For Lawyers, Justices, Banks, Railroads, and Busi­
ness men, kept on hand, or printed to ordor, on the 
shortest notice.
z&iy* Wo solicit the patronage of our friends In this 
department of our business, assuring them that all 
work executed at this office, will give entire satisfac­
tion as to style and prices.
E. HARPER.
NEW STORE.
IN NOUNT VERNON.
Ofth.
W11. Is IA ill BEAM,
late firm of BEAM A MEAD, having located 
himself on the
East Side of Main Street, one door 
South oi* Eippitt’s Drug Store,
and nearly opposite the KENYON HOUSE, trusts 
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to 
find him in his new location, with a good stock of
NEW GOODS
AT CASH PRICES.
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please 
and merit a share of the public patr onage...
April 28,1861.
Dissolution of Partnership.
THE partnership heretofore existing’between the undersigned by tlie name of McFarland A Wells, is this day dissolved by mutual consent. All busi­
ness of said firm will be settled by J. H. McFarland, 
who will continue to carry on the business in all its 
branches at the old stand. J. II. MeFARLAND.
Dec. 31. 1861. WM. WELLS.
The greatest blessing of the age, is the discov­
ery of a perfect cure for Rheumatism, Gout and Neu* 
ralgia, and the pernicious'effects of Mercury, which is 
effected without any inconvenience, or the use of in­
ternal medicines. We are satisfied as to its adapta­
tion to those heretofore inourable complaints, and take 
pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to the 
adyertisement in another column of our paper, ofDoc- 
tor Leland's Anti Rheumatic Band.
Dr. Roback’s Remedies.
We publish in another column of to-day’s paper, an 
article copied from the Cincinnati Times, descriptive 
of Dr. Roback’s Extensive medical Establishment in 
that city. By the way, Dr. Roback’s Remedies have 
obtained a great and deserved popularity with all 
classes. It lias been but a short time since the Rem­
edies were introduced into our section of country ;yet 
Dr. Brennan, Dr. Roback’s agent in this place, in­
forms us that his ■ sales of the Blood Pill3 and Blooil 
Purifier now far exceed those of all other medicines 
for which he is agent combined. The reason for this, 
is. that they have stood the test of practical experi­
ence. We know this not only from the mouths of 
others, but we have used them in our family with the 
very best results. For all diseases of the blood, gen­
eral debility, whether proceeding from sickness or 
from natural weakness, indigestion, and all kindred 
ailments, we recommend the Scandinavian Remedies 
as the very best medicines extant. They arc destined 
to achieve not an emphoral success, but a permanent 
and deserved reputation, which will render them a 
necessity in every family.—Sapoleon, O., North West, 
March 2.
See advertisement.
S. M. A N. Railroad.
The Sandusky, Mansfield & Newark R. R. 
Co. had their election on the 15th. The Di­
rectors are Wm. Durbin, Sandusky; Win. P. 
Chapman, Sandusky ; John W. Sprague, Hu­
ron ; S. M. Robinson, Plymouth, Robert Mc­
Comb ; Mansfield; II. P. Warden, Mt. Ver­
non; J. E. Woodbridge, do; James Lyon, 
Hebron ; Jerome Buckingham, Newark.
At a subsequent meeting Wm. Durbin was 
chosen President and Superintendent, J. W. 
Sprague Sec. A. H. Barber Gen. freight and 
ticket agent, Wm. P. Chapman Treas. and 
Jas. H. Stewart, assistant superintendent.
The right kind oi' Jlan.
The last Holmes County Farmer says that 
Mr. Raiff, the present Treasurer of that coun­
ty and re-elected last fall is one of the men 
who appreciates the services of the Printer.— 
Mr. Estill's bill for tickets Ac. was twelvedol-
National Family Newspaper.
The Home Journal for 1862.—Morris and 
Willis, Editors.—The new series of this uni­
versally popular family newspaper was com­
menced on the fourth day of January—print­
ed, as heretofore, on the finest of paper and 
with the best of type.
Besides the incessant labors of the editors 
on the various departments of the paper, the 
beautiful story by an American Wife, called 
Christine, which has never been equalled by 
any similar publication, and the Lookings-on 
at the War, are continued in the volume for 
1862. In this series of sketches, Mr. Willis 
will continue to give such better studied and 
more deliberate views of the great movements 
as arc impossible to the haste of writers for 
the daily papers : including, of course, sketch­
es of the prominent men, and descriptions of 
the most stirring scenes at the seat of war.
A number of other attractive and racy fea­
tures will be introduced.
All the former peculiar features of the pa­
per which have given it a world-wide reputa
1-irs but Mr Raiffthinking it was worth more, tion will be continued, while several new ones lars, out j. => W1n a(jj a most spicv variety to its already di-
paid him twenty five dollars.
Mr. Raiff certainly “is the right kind of a
versified page,
Terms.—For one copy, $2 ; for three copies, 
man” to uie pnmci $5 ; for a club of seven copies, $10; for a club
regard for services rendered. We have heard bof fifteen copies, $20; and at that rate for a 
of’ printers who were very glad to receive the larger club—always in advance. Address 
bill for services in such cases made Morris & Willis, Editors and Proprietors, 
and prov ided. W7 Fulton street, New York.
th rinter having and appreciative
A CAPITAL SATIRE.
[Prom the Logan County Gazette.]
RYE COFFEE.
Last night I heard a Wide-Awake 
Whose face was very long—
With eape and lamp all by his side, 
A-singing of a song.
The song it was a pretty one,
And charmed my listening ear;
I only mind the chorus now,
And I will sing it here.
choris.
Oh Rye Coffee.!
You’re sweetjenough for me,
Without a grain of sugar, if 
The nigger can he free!
I saw the cape, and well I knew,
I’d seen it oft before—
And oft I’d seen that LarJ-Oil Lamp 
Go zig-zag past my door;
But now the cape was bid and torn— 
The lamp it had no ‘ile,’
Yet sweetly there that Wide-Awake, 
Sat singing all the while :
CHORUS.
Oh, Rye Coffee !
Y’ou’re sweet enough for mo,
Without one grain of sugar, if 
The nigger can be free.
I would not say that Wide-Awake 
Was singing of a lie;
I think that Java docs not suit 
His taste as well as Rye—
The man who’d give Old Abe his vote, 
And pass the Douglas by,
Would likely spurn the Java cup,
And swallow down the Rye!
CHORUS.
Oh. Rye Coffee !
The Wide-Awake’s’dclight—
I shall remember long how well 
He sung of you that night !
I wonder if that Wide-Awake,
As he sat singing there,
Intended to repudiate 
llis taxes just and fair?
I wonder if that Wide-Awake 
Was posted well as I
That he was cheating Government 
When drinking of the Rye ?
• CHORUS.
Oh. Rye Coffee !
For Wide-Awakes you'll do—
But not for patriots who’d give 
The government its due.
Confounded be Rye Coffee,
Corn Coffee and all that'
That I will still drink Java, you 
May safely bet your hat!
Confounded be the men who made 
The tax a deedful thing!—
But I’ve a better chorus here,
Which please stand up and sing—
CHORUS.
Go 'way Cuffee!
The master's servant be;—
But let us all pray for the time 
When Coffee shall be free!
P. P. P.
PARK’S PRICKEY PLASTERS.
They Impart Strength—t'he,/ Annihilate Pain.
:AIIESE DEDIGHTFUL Plasters _ yield readily to th'e;motion of the body, absorb perspiration, and throw 
off all the offensive coagulated impu­
rities of the system. They should be 
used for all Chronic Pains, Faintness, 
Dyspepsia, Colds, Consumption, Fct 
male Weakfiess, Rheumatism. Ac.— 
They retain tlieir active properties 
when offier Plasters are useless, and 
where ffjiplied pain cannot exist. Ev­
ery family &fciould have them. One 
size on cloth, three sizes on leather, 
Sample sentjj&..mail, on receipt of 25 
cents. .
D. S, BARNES, 13 A 15 Park Row
IN. Y. Ap. 16. ’61.
Park’s
Patent
Porns
Prickly
Plasters
Are Sold 
By AH 
Dealers 
From 
1 to 
Dimes.
To Eet or For Sale.
THE former residence of the undersigned, on Gam­bier street, opposite C.'P. Buckingham’s, will be for rent or sale, on the 1st of April. It is a desira­
ble and pleasant house, with an ubundifnee of rooms 
and out-door conveniences,
Also, two small houses, with an acre of ground to 
each, are offered for rent, convenient for business.— 
For terms, apply to the subscriber.
Feb. 4: C. M. CAMPBELL.
SfOTZCS
To Masons anti Eumbermen.
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the Auditor’s Office, by the Commissioners) up to 10 o clock, A. M., on the* 8th day of February, A. D., 
1862, for performing the following work :
For putting in stone abutments ot a Bridge at Til­
ley's Ford, on the road from Fredericktown to Colum­
bus. Also, u,t the Ford over Dfy Creek, near Kinness’ 
Mill. Also) at the Foril over Big Jilloway, on the 
road from Danville to Amity, and also at the Ford 
over Owl Creek at Troutman's, as well as a pier at said 
place. The work for the Bridges over Jilloway and’ 
Dry Creek to be completed by the 1st of August, that 
at Tilley’s by the 1st day of September, and that at 
Troutman’s by the 1st of October. 1S62.
Also, for furnishing sawed.lumber for each of said
Bridges. The lumber is all . to be made of the best 
white oak timber, full clear,, straight grained and per­
fect in every respect, and of the length and size de­
signated. Said lumber is to be delivered at each of 
said points two weeks before said stone work is requir­
ed to be furnished, as aforesaid.
All said work is;to beffone and materials furnished 
according to plans and specifications on file in the 
Auditor’s office.
The bids for the stone work to be so much per cu­
bic yard. For lumber so much per 160 feet hand 
measure.
The Commissioners reserve the right to reject any 
or all bids that may be made. No bids taken for stone 
work except from workmen. Good security required. 
Work to be paid for Deo, 1, 1862, and to be on inter­
est from tho completion of the work as aforesaid.
By order of the Commissioners :
< S. W. FARQUIIAB,
Jan. 28:w2 Auditor.
DARTING’S RIVER REGLEATDR,
Bisssa-s,
4 RE pure vegetable extracts. They cure all bil- 
lious disorders of the human system. They reg­
ulate and invigorate the liver and kidneys ; they give 
tone to the digestive organs:, they-regulate the secre­
tions, excretions and exhalations, equalize the circu­
lation, and purify the blood. Thus, all billions com- 
ptaints—some of which are Torpid Liver, Sick Head­
ache, Dyspepsia. Piles, Chills and Fevers, Costiveness 
oj Looseness-—are entirely controlled and cured by 
these remedies,
Ilarilugr's Liver Regulator
Removes the morbid and billious deposits from the 
stomach and bowels, regulates the liver and kidneys, 
removing every obstruction, restores a natural and 
healthy action in the vital orsrans. It is a superior
FAMILY MEDICINE,
Much better than pills, and much easier to take.
Darling’s Sife Ditters 
Is a superior tonic and diuretic; excellent in eases of 
los3 of appetite, flatulency, female weakness, irregu­
larities, pain in the side and bowels, blind, protruding 
and bleeding piles, and general debility.
READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONY,—
Jas L. Brumley, merchant, 184 Fulton street, New
York, writes, August 18, 1860: " I have been afflicted 
for years with piles, accompanied with bleeding,.the 
last three years : I used
Barling’s Liver Regulator and Life Bit 
ters.
And now consider myself entirely cured.”
Hon. John A. Cross writes, ••Brooklyn, March 15,
1860. In the Sgrinsj of 1359, I took a severe cold, 
whigh induced a violent fever. I took two doses of
Darling’s Eivcr Regulator.
It broke pp;my. lever at once. Previous to this at­
tack, I hadbeen troubled with diSpcpsin fer-Several 
months: I have felt nothing of it since.”
Otis Studley, Esq., 128 East 28th Street, N. Y., 
writes: “ August 13. I860.—I had a difficulty with 
Kidney, Complaint three years, with constant pain in 
the small of my back. I. had used most all kinds of 
medicines bufcfounil no permanent relief until I used 
Darling’s Eiver Regulator, anti Life
Ritters.
I passed clotted blood by the ureth’a. I am now 
entirely cured, apd take pleasure in recommending 
these remedies.”
Mrs C. Tebow. 11 Christopher Street, N. Y., writes : 
“Feb. 20, 1860.—I have been subject to attacks of 
Asthma the last twenty years. I have never found 
anything equal to
Darling’s Liver Regulator,
in affording immediate relief. It is a thorough Liver 
and Bilious remedy.”
Mrs. Young, of Brooklyn writes, “ February 28, 
1800. In May last 1 had a severe attack of Piles, 
which confined me to the house. I took one bottle of
Darling’s Lite Bitters, 
and was entirely cured. 1 have had no attack since.”
Dr. 'Westervelt, Esq, of South 5th, near 8th Street, 
Williamsburg, L. I., writes: “August 5, 1860.—Hav­
ing been troubled with a difficulty in the Liver, and 
subject to billious attacks, I was advised by a friend 
to try
Darling’s Liver Regulator.
f did so, and found it to operate admirably, removing 
the bile and arousing the liver to activity. I have al­
so used it as a
Family YIedicine.
When our children are out of sorts, we give them a 
few drops and it sets them all right. I find it meets 
the general wants of the stomach and bowels when 
disordered.”
Reader, if you need either or both of these most 
excellent Remedies, inquire for them at the stores: if 
you do not find them, take no other, but inclose One 
Dollar in a letter, and on receipt of the money, the 
Remedy or Remedies will bo sent- according to your 
dircutionS, by mail or express, postpaid. Address, 
DANIEL S. DARLING,
102 Nassau st.. New York.
Njg, Put up in 50 cent and $1.00 bottles.
Jan 28:ni6.VJ:.l
Administrator’s Notice.
3YTOTICE is hereby given that the undersigned has 
been duly appointed and qualified by the Probate
Court, within and for Knox cqupt.y, Ohio, as Adminis­
trator on the estate Richard Burket, deceased. All 
persons indebted to said estate arc notified to make 
immediate payment to the undersigned, and all per­
sons holding claims against said estate, are notified to 
present them, legally proven, for settlement, within 
one year from this date.
Jan. 14:w3. JOHN RUMMEL, Administrator.
[Successor to McFarland dc Wellsj) has Just Opened
Furniture Rocms,^
On Jiain' Street, over liquids Saddle and. Harnes 
Shop, Second" Floor, Oppoisite Russell,
St urges de Co.’s Bank,
WHERE may be found a good assortment of Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet-ware, of their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. All 
work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning done 
on short notice and -ia good style. Country Cabinet 
Makers will do well to give us a call. Wagon Hubs, 
Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, and, in short, any 
thing in wood, can be turned at our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce and Cash, taken 
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at­
tended to. A share of public patronage solicited.
Dee 31 J. H. MeFARLAND.
HOWARD ASSOCIATION,
PHILADELPHIA.
A Benevolent Institution, established by special Endow­
ment for the Relief of the Sick and Distressed, afflic­
ted with Virulent and Epidemic Diseases, and espe­
cially for the Cure of Diseases of the Sexual Organs.
MEDICAL ADVICE given gratis, by the Acting Surgeon, to all who apply by letter, with a de­scription of their condition, (age, occupation, habits of 
life. Ac.,) and in case of extreme poverty, Medicine 
furnished free of charge.
VALUABLE REPORTS on Spermatorrhoea, and 
other diseases of the Sexual Organs, and on the NEW 
REMEDIES employed in the Dispensary, sent to the 
afflicted in sealed letter envelopes, free of charge.— 
Two or three stamps for postages will be acceptable. 
Address, DR. J. SKILLEN HOUGHTON. Acting 
Surgeon, Howard Association, No. 2, South Ninth st. 
Philadelphia, Pa.
By order of the Directors.
EZRA D. HEARTWELL, President. 
Geo. Fairchild, Secretary
Philadelphia, Dec. ll:y
Grover &. Baker, Still Ahead!
Great Reduction in Prices I
A PERFECT New and Improved, N useless Gro- 
ver A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 ! ! ! The 
only Company that manufactures the two varieties of 
Machines. Double Lock and Single Lock or Shuttle 
Stiteh. Victory after Victory.
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Union 
of victories achieved over Singer’s. 'Wheeler A Wil­
son's and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker Ma­
chines. The Chinese Embassy selected them and all 
well regulated families .have, or should have o'fie, be­
cause they make less noise, arc more simple run with 
greater speed, and less friction, consequently arc more 
durable than other machines. They also make the 
most beautiful and elastic stitch or scam, which is 
fastened when it leaves the machine. I shall not hes 
itatc to warrant every Machine sold. A word to the 
wise is sufficient. Call and get circular an examine 
for yourselxes.
We are pretty familiar with the merits of tho lead­
ing machines, and for family uso we prefer Grover A 
Baker.—Ohio Parmer.
Machine thread Silk and cotton eonstan'ly on hand. 
Also. Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, at tin. 
MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. Bank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL, i
Nov. 27-, I860.
THE undersigned will Lease, for the term of three years or.more, his Farm, laying adjoining Mt. Vernon, containing about 200 Acres. 60 is rich Owl 
Creek bottom.
This Farm is well watered, and admirably adapted 
for Stock or a Dairy Farm.
Dec. 10-2m SAMUEL ISRAEL.
Read Professor Wood’s advertisement 
in another column.
riMlE CONFESSIONS and -EXPERIENCE of a 
I SUFFERER,—Published-as a warning, and for 
the especial benefit of Young Men and those who suf­
fer with Nervous Debility, Loss of Memory, Prema­
ture Decay, Ac., Ac., Ac., by one who has cured him­
self by simple moans, after being put to great ex­
pense and inconvenience, through the use of worth 
less inedieinos prescribed by learned Doctors.
Single copies may be had of the author, C. A. LAM­
BERT, esq.; Greenpoint, Long Island, by enclosing 
a post-paid addressed envelope. Address CHARLES 
A. LAMBERT, Esq., Greenpoint, Long Island N. 
• _____ _______ ____ Jan 23:m2.
John Adams’ Estate.
NOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber has has been appointed as Administratrix of the es­tate of John Adams, late of Knox county, deceased.
ELEANOR ADAMS, Administratrix. 
Dec. 24:w3*
Attachment Notice.
Leander Jeffers, Plaintiff, ) 
against >
Patrick Duffy, Defendant. J 
Before C. C. Baugh, J. P., Clinton township, Knox
county, Ohio.
ON the 14th day of January, A. D. 1862, said. Jus­tice issued an order of Attachment in the above action, for the sum of sixty dollars and fifty cents and 
costs. Said action will bq for trial on the 8th day of 
March, 1862, at 9 o’clock. A.M.
Jan 28;w3 LEANDER JEFFERS.
Attachment Nottec.
Ohed Underwood, Plaintiff, ) Before Joseph Hammel.
vs. > Justice of the Peace,
Eli Patterson, Defendant. J Butler tp. Knox co. P.
ON the 26th day of December. A. D. 1861, s-aid Justice issued at order of attachment, in the a- bovo action, for the sum of one hundred and six dol­
lars and seventy cents, against said defendant, with 
notice of garnishment upon Enoch Patterson, at my 
instance. OBED UNDERWOOD.
Jan. 14:w3
The New York Weekly Journal of 
Commerce,
A Conservative, Family and Business FapeK, 
Tns Cheapest and best Weekly in America !
CONTAINS News from all the World, the best rc- t ports of the Produce, Grain, and Cattle trade, Drv Goods and Money Markets.
Tli© foe to disorganizers North or 
South.
The supporter of the Union, the 
Constitution and the Laws.
TERMS FOR ONE YEAR.
Twenty copies or upwards to one address $1. each. 
Thirteen copies to one address $15. Four copies $6. 
Three copies $5. Under three copies $2, each.
An extra copy to any one sending a Club of twen­
ty. with the money. fc
The Daily Journal of Commerce. Junior, issued 
for the country, is furnished at $5 a year, in advance. 
Specimen copies sent gratis.
PRIME, STONE, HALE A H ALLOCK, 
jan 7-t 91 Wall Street, N. Y.
For fine Job Work call at the Banner Viiee.
Country Merchants
CAN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any thing in our line, at Clcleland wholesale prices.rnw 14 MORTON A SAPP.
Attachment Notice.
William Arnold. Plaintiff, ) Before R. C. Sweeny.
against V J- P. of Pike township,
Tsreal Zolman. Defendant, j Knox county Ohio.
ON tl)e 19th day of December, A. D., 1561, said justice issued an order of attachment in the above action, for the sum of one hundred and ninety 
dollars, and forty-nine dollars probable costs, said 
cause is set for hearing on the 15th day of February 
A. D., 1862, at 11 o’clock, A. M. Jan. 7-St *
OLD ESTABiLISIIFR HOSPITAL,
On the French System.
DR. Teller, the old man'* 
friend, and young man's com­
panion, continues to be con­
sulted on all forms of Private, 
Diseasos, at his old quarters, 
No. 5 Beaver street, Albany, 
N. Y. By aid of bis match­
less remedies, he cures hun­
dreds weekly; no mercury u- 
sed, and cures warranted.— 
Recent caaos cured in 6 
days. Letters by mail recei-
_  ved, and packages by Express
sent to all parts of the world.
Young men, who by indulging in Secret Hab­
its, have contracted that soul-subduing, wind-prostra­
ting, body-destroying vice, one which fills our Luna­
tic Asylums, and crowds to rcpleton the wards of our 
Hospitals, should apply to Dr. Teller without delay.
Br. Teller’s Great Worlc.
A Private Medical direatise, and Domestic Midwifary, 
The only work on the subject ever published in any 
country or in any languago, for 25 cents. Illustrated 
with magnificent engravings, showing both sexes, in a 
state of nature, pregnancy, and delivery of the Foetus
—27th edition, over 200 pages, sent under seal, post­
paid, to any part of the world, on the receipt of 26 cts. 
or 5 copies for $1. Specie or bank bills perfectly safe 
in a well sealed letter. It tells how to distinguish 
Pregnancy and how to avoid it. How to distinguish 
socrct habits in young men and how to cure them.—
It contains the author's views on Matrimony, and how 
to choose a partner. It tells how to cure Gonorrha. 
How to euro spine diseases, Nervous Irritation, Des­
pondency, Loss of Memory, Aversion to Society, and 
Love of Solitude. It contains Fatherly Advice to 
Young Ladies, young men, and all contemplating ma­
trimony. It teaches the young mother or thoso ex­
pecting to become mothers, how to rear their offspring. 
How to remove pimples from the face. It tells how 
to cure I.eucon'licea or Whites, Falling of the W omb. 
Inflainalion of the Bjadder, and all diseafes of the gen­
ital organs. Married persons and others who desire 
to escape the perils of disease, should enclose the 
price of the work, and nceive a copy by return mail.
This book has received more than 5,000 recommen­
dations from tho public press, and physicians are 
recommending persons in their vicinity to send for it.
N. B. Ladies in want of a pleasant and safe rem­
edy for irregularities, obstructions, Ac., cun obtain 
Dr. Nichol’s Female Monthly Pills at the Doctor^ 
Office, No. 5 Bee ver street.
CAUTION.—Married ladtpR ii certain situations, 
should not use them—f r reason i, see directions with 
each box. Price $1. Sent by mails to all parts of 
the world.
fSS 1000 boxe< sent this month—all have arrived 
safe.
N. B. Persons at a distance can be cured at home 
by addressing a letter to Dr. J. Teller, enclosing a 
remittance. Medicines securely packed from obser­
vation, sent to any part of tho world. All cases war­
ranted. No charge for advice. N. B.—No student* 
or boys employed. Notice this, address all letters to
J. TELLER, M. D.,
Jan. 21 : ly. No. 5 Beover Street, Albany N. Y.
profToTj? wood'sRESTORATIVE CORDIAL
BLOOD RENOVATOR.
IS precisely what its name indicates for while pleas­ant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilcrating and strengthening to the vital powers. It also revivifies, 
reinstates and renews the blood in all its original pu­
rity, kiid thus restores and renders tho system invul­
nerable to attacks of disease. It is the only prepara­
tion ever offered to the world in a popular form so as 
to be within the reach of all.
So chemically and skillfully combined as to be the 
most powerful tonic, and yet so perfectly adapted so 
as to act in perfect accordance with the laws oj nature, 
and hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up tlio 
digestive organs, and allay all nervous and other irrita­
tion. It is also perfectly exhilerating in its effects 
and yet it is never followed by lassitude or depression 
of spirits. It is composed entirely ef vegetables, and 
those thoroughly combining powerful tonic and sooth­
ing properties, and consequently can never injure.— 
As a sure preventive cure of
Consumption, Bronchitis,
Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Loss of Appetite, Fain'ness,
Nervous Irritability, Palpitation of the Heart,
Melancholy, Hypochondria,
Night Sweats, Languor,
Giddiness, and that class of eases so fearfully fatal 
called Female Weakness, and Irregularities. There 
is nothing its equal.
Also, Liver derangements or Torpidity and Liver 
Complaints, Diseases of the Kidneys, or any general 
derangement of tlie Urinary organs.
It will not only cure the debility following Chill* 
and Fever, but prevent all attacks arising from Mias­
matic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if al­
ready attacked.
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, as it 
will infallibly prevent any deleterious consequence* 
follow ing upon change of climate and water.
As it prevents costiveness, strengthens the digestive 
organs, it should be in the hands of all persons of se­
dentary habits.
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exercise 
should always use it.
MOTHERS should uso it, for it is a perfect relief, 
taken a month or two before the final trial, she will 
pass the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety.
There is no Mistake About it,
THE CORDIAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!!
Mothers Try It.
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or de­
cline not only of your daughters before it be too late, 
but also your sons and husbands, for while the for­
mer from false delicacy, often go down to a premature 
grave, rather than let their condition be known in 
time, the latter are often so mixed up with the excite­
ment of business, that if it were not for you, they too, 
would travel in the same downward path until it is 
too late to arrest their final fall. But the mother is 
always vigilant, and to you we confidently appeal: 
for we are sure your never-failing affection will un­
erringly point you to PROF. WOOD’S RESTORA­
TIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENOVATOR as 
the remedy which should be always on hand in time 
of need.
0. J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway, New York 
and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo„ and sold by 
all Good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.
For sale by Jas. Blanchard, Alt. Vernon.
May 7. 1861,_______ ___________
Attachment Notice.
French W. Thornhill, plaintiff,) Before John S. Mc- 
against > Cament. J. P., of
William Patterson, defendant. J Jackson tp. Knox 
county, Ohio.
On the 4th day of January. A. D. 1862, said Justice 
issued an order of attachment in the above action, for 
the sum of sixty dollars and seventy cents debt, and 
twenty dollars pr.pljable costs. Said action will be for 
trial on the 1st day of March. 1862, at 1 o’clock. P.M. 
Jan.21:w3* FRENCH W. THORNHILL. 
Master Commissioner’s Sale.
BY VIRTUE of a 5th Order of sale, issued out of the Court of Common Pleas, within and for tho County of Knox, and state of Ohio, and to me direct­
ed, I will offer for sale at the South door of the Court 
House, in the City of Mount Vernon, in said county, 
on Saturday, the lbth day of February, 1862, between 
the hours of 10 o’clock,.A^M:. and 4 o’clock P. M., of 
said day, the foll*s#mg described real estate, to-w it: 
Lot nurn' er 47-2”and house thereon, in Sherman’s ad­
dition to Mt. Vernon, Knox county, Ohio. To satis­
fy an order of sale in favor of George Hadley vs. 
Edward Tayler ct al. Appraised at 81,000.
D. C. MONTGOMERY, 
Master Com’r in Knox couuty, 0. 
■Tan. 1 l-5w S3.D0. ____ _ ___________
To Consumptives.
THE adve:tiser. having been restored to health in a few weeks by a very simple remedy, after hav­ing suffered several years with a severe lung affection 
and that dread dieease, Consumption—is anxious to 
make known to his fellow-sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre­
scription used (free of charge,) with the directions for 
preparing and using the same, which they will find a 
Sure Cure for Consumtion, Asthma, Bronchits, dec.— 
The only object of the advertiser in sending the pre- 
Prescriptien is to ber.ofit tlie afflicted, and spread in­
formation which he conceives to be invaluable, and 
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will 
cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
Partins wishing the prescription will please address 
REV. EDWARD A. WILSON,
Jan 28:m3 WilliamsbnrGi. Kings county, N. V.
Attachment Notice.
Peter Berry, Plaintiff ) Before John S. McCam- 
a<reinst h ment, J. P. of Jackson
Wm. Patterson, Defend’nt. ) tp., Knox county, O.
On tho 15th of January, 1S62, said Justico issued 
an order of Attachment in the above action, for the 
sum of seventy-eight dollars nnd thirty-five cents 
debt, and twenty dollars probable costs. Said action 
will be for trial on tho 15th day of March. 1862, at 1 
o’clock. P. M. PETER BEE.RY.
Jnu 28: w3* ________ ___________________
Attachmeiit Notice.
Obcd Underwood, Plaintiff, ) 
against ►
Eli Patterson, Defendant. I
Before Joseph Hammel, J. P., oi' Butler township, 
Knox county, Ohin.
(kN tho 31st of December, A. D. 1862, said Justice 7 issued an order of Attachment in tho. above ac­tion, for the sum of one hundred and six dollars and 
severity cents, which action will be for hearing on the 
17th day of February, 1862.
Jan2S:w3 ' OBED UNDERWOOD.
rl'0
'BBANK BOOKS.A general ef STATIONERY, 
dec 31 At WHITE’S BOOK-STORE,
BLACKWOOD’S MASAZIXE
—AND—
The British Reviews.
£&• Great Inducements to Subscribe.“©a
PREMIUMS AND REDUCTIONS.
LEONARD SSOTT & CO.,
NEW YORK,
Continue to Re-publish tho following British Period­
icals, vis: ■,
THE LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW,
G’on»erro<t»e.
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW,
THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW,
Free Churqi.
THE WESTMINISTER REVIEW,
Liberal.
BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURG MAGAZINE, 
Tory.
The present state of European affairs will render 
these publications unusually intetesting during the 
forthcoming year. They will occupy a middle ground 
between the hastily written news items, crude specu­
lations, and flying rumors of the daily journal and 
the ponderous tome of the future historian, written 
after the living interest and excitement of the great 
political events of the time shall have passed away. 
It is to these periodicals that the reader must look for 
the only really intelligible and reliable history of cur­
rent events, and as such in addition to their well es­
tablished literary, scientific and theological character, 
we urgo them upon the consideration of the reading 
public.
The receipts of ADVANCES SHEETS from the 
British Publishers gives additional value to these Pre­
prints, inasmuch as they can now be placed in the 
hands of subscribers about as soon as the original 
editions.
TERMS—Regular Prices.
Per Annina
For any one of the four Reviews.................. $3,00
For any two of the four Reviews.................  5,00
For any three of the four Reviews................ 7,00
For all four of the Reviews............................ 8,00
For Blackwood’s Magazine............................  3,00
For Blackwood and one Review................... 5,00
For Blackwood and two Reviews.................. 7 ,00
For Blackwood and three Reviews.............. 9,00
For Blackwood and the four Reviews..:...... 10,00
Payments to be made in all cases in advance.
Money current in the State where issued will he re­
ceived at par.
POSTAGE.
In all the principal cities and towns, these works 
will be delivered, through Agents, Fret of Postage.— 
When sent by mail, the postage to any part of the 
United States will be but twenty four cents a year, f<»r 
' ackwood, and but f-nrteen ce»* »« year for each of
e Reviews.
At the above prices the Periodicals will be furnish­
ed for 1862, and as a
Premium to New Subscribers,
The number of the same periodicals for 1860, will 
be furnished complete, wn'tAoat additional charge.
Unlike the more ephemeral Magazines of the day, 
these Periodicals lose little by age. Hence, a full year 
of the Numbers for 1860 may bo regarded as nearly as 
valuable as for 1862.
Subscribers wishing also the numbers for 1861, will 
be supplied at the following EXTREMELY LOW 
RATES.
Splendid Oilers for I860, *61 and 
’62, Together!
For Blackwood’s Magazine the 3 years...............$5,00
For any one Review..........  “ “ .............. 5,00
For any two Reviews......... “ “ .............. 8,00
For Blackwood and one Re­
view................................ “ “  8,00
For Blackwood and two Re­
views............................... “ "  12,00
For three Reviews................ “ “ 11,00
For Blackwood and three
Reviews.......................... “ “  15,00
For the four Reviews........ “ “ 13,00
For Blackwood and the four
Reviews............................... “ “  17,00
Any of the above works will also he furnished to
Neic Subscribers for the years 1856, ’57, '58 and ’59, 
At One Half the Regular Subscription Prices! 
Thus a New Subscriber may obtain the Reprints
of the Four Reviews and Blackwood
Seven Consecutive Years for $37!
Which is butlittle more than the price of the Origi­
nal Works for one year.
As we shall never again be likely to offer such in 
duceinents as those here presented,
Now is the Time to Subscribe!
Remittances must, in all cases, be made direct to
to the Publishers, for at these prices no commission 
can be allowed to agents.
Remittances and comrannications should always be 
addressed, post paid, to the Publishers,
LEONARD SCOTT A Co.,
54 Gold street, New York,
jsar Leonard Scott A Co. have recently published, 
and now have for sale, the
“Farmer’s Guide.”
By Henry Stephens, of Edinburg, and Professor
Norton, of Yale College, New Haven. Complete in 
two volumes, royal octavo, containing sixteen hun­
dred pages, fourteen steel and six hundred wood en­
gravings. Price, in muslin binding, Six Dollars.
This is not the old “ Book of the Farm,” late­
ly ressucitated and thrown upon the market.
[November 29, 1661
Legal Notice.
Sarah E. Westwell, Plaintiff, 1 T i.- nvg ’ [ In Knox Common
Joseph Westwell, Defendant, j leas.
JOSEPH WESTWELL, whose residence is un­known, is notified that Sarah E. Westwell did, on the twelfth day of December, A. D. 1861, file her pe­
tition in the office of the Clerk of the Court of Com­
mon Pleas, within and for the County of Knox, and 
State of Ohio, charging the defendant, Joseph West- 
well, with gross neglect of duty, and asking that she 
may be divorsed from the said Joseph Westwell, which 
petition stands for hearing at the next term of Court.
SARAH E. WESTWELL.
By R. C. Hurd A Sox, her Attornies.
Dec. 17:w6pr$3.50
Something for the Times!!!
A NECESSITY IN EVEItY HOUSEHOLD! !
JOHNS & <JK0*LEY’S
American Cement Glue!
The Strongest Glue in the World
For Cementing Wood, Leather, Glass, Ivory, 
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster,
Bone, Goral, <fcc., dec., dec,,
The only article of the kind every pro­
duced which will withstand water. 
EXTRACTS.
“Every housekeeper should nave a supply of Johns
Jk Crosiey’s American Cement Gluo.”—.V. Y. Times.
“ It is so convenient to huve in the house."—A’. Y. 
Express.
“ It is always ready : this commends it to every­
body."— .V. Y. Independent.
“ We have tried it, and find it as useful in our 
house as water."— Wilkes Spirit of the Times.
Price 25 Cents per Hottie,
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers. 
TERMS CASH.
For sale by all Druggists and Storekeepers 
generally throughout the the country.
JOHNS &. L’ROSLEY,
(Sole Manufacturers.)
78 WILLIAM STREET,
(Corner of Liberty Street,) NEW YORK.
July 9-ly. M. A A.
•op-
V MANUFACTURERS V
ANI>
Wholesale Bsalers
io. 5 WATSL STREET,
(FKA.XKLI.X BVILDIXG8)
CLKYKhAKD, 0.
,EE. j. C. WORK. L.C. MOORK
IUNRY I’. WARD6LV,
Late Mt. Vernon, with
[LEE, WORK & MOORE,
Lnportersand Jobbers of
aii<8 Fancy Hev Goods,
HAMBERS * 79 A 81 REAPE ST., X. Y.
'ENT OFFICE AGENCY,
tee Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio. 
iBiDea fMajS.J J. bbainaud.
Blood Purfyer and Blood Pills,
DR. HOBACK’S
SCANDINAVIAN XLE3VEEDZES.
fpilE evidence in the possession of Dr. Roback, 
I which is at all times accessible to the public, es­
tablish the following
Facts!
That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD FILLS 
have been proved by analysis to
Contain no Mineral,
That they cure the almost universal complaint,
Dyspepsia
with unerring certainty, and in a very short time. 
That after ail other medicines have proved useless, 
they relieve „ . .Liver Complaint,
and restore the health and strength of the sufferer, r
That .Sick Females,
who have languished for years in helpless weakness 
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidity un- 
under their invigorating operation. That all sexual dis 
abilities are removed by their cordial and gentle stim­
ulating propei ti is. That they recruit
Shattered Constitutions, 
however they may have been trifled with and abused ; 
that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, and ren­
der it enjoyable. That operating directly upon the 
poison of the disease in the blood, they
Cause Soon to Ileal, 
and discharge from the system every taint of Scrofula, 
whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
Recruit the Dilapidated, 
and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow­
els, the Liver, the Nervous System, the skin, Glands 
or Muscles,
Arising from Impurities or Obstruc­
tions of the Dlood or Secretions,
is which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad­
ministered before the very citadel of life has been in­
vaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the SCANDINAVIAN VEGE­
TABLE BLOOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe­
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let­
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of mouth, 
proclaim them to be the very best preparation of the 
kind ever offered to the broken down victims of ill- 
health. They hunt disease through every avenue and 
organ of the system, and expel it thoroughly andper- 
manently.
No one can doubt their superiority after one single 
trial—they are not only better, but in fact cheaper 
than any other Pills, for it takes a less number of them 
to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pnrifi- 
er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the Scandi­
navian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per box, or 5 
boxes for $1
A NEW ARTICLE.
Dr. Roback’s Stomach Ritters.
A new and delightful Stomach and Cordial, for giv­
ing tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention of 
hillious complaints incident to the Western country. 
Try it.
Asa morning drink, to assist digestions and re- 
litre Dyspepsia, it has no equa’. Try it.
In flavor it Is superior to all other Bitters, Try it.
The formula of these Bitters, now (1S61) the sole 
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the 
oldest nnd most eminent Medical Practitioners of the 
West, and it is directly predicated upon the wants of 
Western people.
Those Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow­
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which 
they are composed, and as they are, by allaying un­
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive 
of
Temperance,
the present proprietor believes that in making them 
widely known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Roback’s num­
erous Agents, and at Hotels Ac. the country over.— 
In the meantime, orders will be filled directfrom Cin­
cinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates. It 
is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed in one 
doz. cases. Half doz. sample cases will, however, be 
packed and sent to any address, if desired.
Retail Price, 81 per bottle, or six
for $5.
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourth 
street, 3d building from Main street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Labratory, No. 22 Hammond street.
For sale in Knox county, by A. AV. Lippitt and W. 
B. Russell, Mt. Vernon; D. A D. S. Fry, Centreburg; 
S. W. Sapp, Danville; Montague A Ilosack, Freder­
icktown ; R. McLoud, Millwood; M. N. Dayton, Mar­
tinsburg ; Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty ; Hanna 
A Mercer, Bladensburg; D. P. Wright, Barbers A 
Douds, Amity ; A. Gardner, Mt. Holly; R. M. Fisher, 
Palmyra; Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty ; John Denny, 
Heller, and by druggisis and merchants generally 
throughout the United States. Jan 1
PROSPECTUS OF THE
ATLANTIC MONTHLY,
FOR 1S62.
THE January number will commence the Ninth Volume of this Magazine. Its very large and still increasing circulation, is gratifying evidence of 
public approval, and no industry will be spared to ren­
der the forthcoming volume adequate to the require 
ments of times so pregnant with great events as those 
of to-day. The life of the Republic, the best inter­
ests of the nation, demand of literature, a manly and 
generous action, and the conductors of this journal 
will remit no efforts in enlisting the best talent of the 
country to support with vigor and eloquence those 
opinions and principles which brace the great public 
heart to stand firm on the side of Freedom and Right. 
An elevated national American spirit will always be 
found illustrated in these pages. The Atlantic Month 
ly will never give other than the best literature, and 
it will be the constant aim of its conductors to render 
its variety greater and its attractions better each 
month than the last.
Among the contributions already already in hand for
1862, the following will commend themselves as suffi 
cient inducements for every family to provide the 
forthcoming numbers for household reading.
Professor Agassiz will begin in the January num­
ber a series of articles on Natural History, and other 
kindred topics, to be continued from month to month 
throughout the year. The name of so distinguished a 
a man of science in connection with this announce­
ment, is a sufficient guaranty of the great benefit to 
be derived from his monthly contributions.
A New Romance by Nathaniel Hawthorne, will 
appear in the pages of the The Atlantic Monthly early 
in the year.
A New Story by the late Theodore Winthrop, au­
thor of “ Cecil Dreeme,” will he commenced in the 
January number.
Dr. George B. Winthrop, well knswn for his re­
markable experience in Gymnastics, has written for 
The Atlantic “ The Autobiography of a Strenth Seek­
er,” giving an account of liis method of training for 
feats of strenth, with advice on matters of Health.
The author of “ Life in the Iron Mills,” and “ A 
Story of To-Day,’’ will contribute a series of Tales du­
ring the year.
Articles by Professor James Russell Lowell, on 
topics of national interest, will appear frequently.
Bayard Taylor has written a story which will be 
printed in February number.
The Staff of Writers in Prose and Poetry contribu­
ting regularly to the Atlantic Monthly, comprises, 
among its popular names, the following:
James Russell Lowell, Charles E. Norton,
Henry W. Longfellow, Charles S.Hilliard,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry Giles,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Rev. Walter Mitchell,
C. C. Hazewell, Mrs. H. B. Stowe,
T. W. Higginson, Harriet Martineau,
Author “ Life in the Iron Charles Readc,
Mills,” Ac. “ Tho Country Porson,"
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Rose Terry,
John G. Whittier, Harrit E. Prescott,
E. P. Whipple, Rev. Robert T. S. Lowell,
Bayard Taylor, J. T. Trowbridge.
Terms of Subscription.
Three Dollars per annum, or Twenty-Five Cents a 
Number. Upon the receipt of the subscription price, 
the Publishers, will mail the work to any part of the 
United States, prepaid. Subscriptions may begin 
with cither the first, or any subsequent number. The 
pages of the Atlantic are stereotyped, and back num­
bers can be supplied.
CLUBBING ARRANGEMENTS.—Subscribers to 
pay their own postage. Two Copies for Five Dollars; 
Five Copies for Ten Dollars; Eleven Copies for Twen­
ty Dollars. Postage 36 cents a year.
Inducements for Subscribing.—Lists of Premi­
ums, Ac., furnished on application to
TICKNOR A FIELDS, Publishers,
Dec. 5, 1861. 135 Washington St., Boston.
Wm. SCHUCHMAN’S
Lithographic, Drawing, Engraving 
and Printing Establishment,
Nos. 17 uncZ 19, Fifth Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
BONDS and Coupons, Certificates of Stock, Diplo­mas, Drafts, Notes, Checks, Maps, Bill and Let­terheads, Show Cards, Circulars, Portraits, Labels, 
Business and 1 isiting Cards, Ac., executed in the 
best style, at moderate terms.
First premiums for Lithography awarded by the
Ohio and Penn. State Agricultural Societies, 1852, 
1853, 1854, 1855 and 1856. July 14.
Attachment Notice.
William Perkins, Plaintiff, ] Before Simon Shafer.
v’. [ J; P. of Hilliar township
Joseph Eaton, Defendant. J Knox county, O.
ON the 21st day of November, A. D., 1861, said Justice issued an order of Attachment in the above action, for the sum of thirty-five dollars and 
sixty-four cents. WILLIAM PERKINS^
Dec 31:w3*
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef, just 
received at the Old Corner. G. M. FAY.
Feb 25:v
A
BEDS, MORTGAGES, QUIT-CLAIMS, and in 
fact all kinds of Blanks, for sale at this Office.
William Blinn
Having Removed to No. 10 Buckeye Block,
TRUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him at his new location. He has made extensive ad­ditions to his already large stock of
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
Fancy Articles for the Hollidays.
He shall aim, in Goods, prices, and attention
to please the public. [Columbus, Nov. 20.
John Cochran «fc Brother
manufacturers of
Iron Railing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
Window Shutters, Guards, Ac.
No. 91 Second Street and 88 Third Street,
(Between Wood and Market,) PITTSBURGH, Pa.
HAVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fancy and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu­lar attention paid to enclosing Grave Lots. Jobbing 
done at short notice. mar 6
FREDERICKTOWN FOUNDRY.
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
THE subscriber respectfully informs the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that he con­tinues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, Knox 
county, Ohio, where he manufactures and keeps on 
hand a general assortment of
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STAVES,
PLOWS OF ALL KINDS,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER-WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and ve­
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my Foundry will be war- 
wanted to give entire satisfaction to my customers, 
and will be sold at prices equally as low if not lower 
than similar articles can be had in Mt. Vernon. The 
patronage ol the public is solicited.
mar 14 L. D. RANKIN.
WALKER’S UNION WASHER.
HORACE WELSH
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties that he is the agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which he hesi 
tates not to say is the
Rest Washing Machine 
now in use in the country. These machines are man­
ufactured by that superior workman, L. M. Fowler, 
an-1 are sold at extremely low prices.
Read the following certificate of persons well known 
in this community :
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Feb. 4, 1861 
We, the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk­
er’s Union Washer as one of the most deirable imple­
ments of household economy; and believe that it 
stands unequalled for ease of operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and 
health of the operator, freeing them from the injuri 
ous effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and inha­
ling into the lungs the nauseating and health destroy 
ing fumes of the Wash.
L. M. Fowler,
Henry Ransom, 
Ellen Ransom,
Wm. Wallace Wade, 
Mary E. Wade,
E. Hildreth,
A. W. Hildreth,
Geo. W. Jackson, 
mar 5:tf
L. M. Watson, 
Robert Watson, 
William Bartlett, 
J. B. Staunton, 
Helen M. Staunton, 
Win. B. Beardsley, 
Dorcas Beardsley, 
Wm. Blair.
MRS. WINSLOW,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, presents 
to the attention of mothers, her
SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CLILDREN TEETHING, 
which greatly freilitates the process of teething, by 
softening the gums, reducing all inflamation—will al­
lay all pain and spasmotic action, and is
Sure to Regulate the Rowels. 
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your-
selve, and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS,
It not only relieves the child from pain, bnt invig­
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will 
almost invariably relieve
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colic 
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem­
edied, end in death. We believe it is the BEST and 
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases 
of DYSENTERY and DIBRRCEA IN CHILDREN, 
whether it arises from teething, or from any other 
cause. We would say to every mother who has a 
child suffering from any of the foregoing complaints 
—do not let your prejudice or the prejudices of others 
stand between you and your suffering child, and the 
relief that will be SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE 
—to follow the use of this medicine, if timely used.— 
Full directions for using will accompany each bottle. 
None genuine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS A 
PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines in 
Knox county.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE. 13 Cedar street, N. Y. 
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
mar 26
GREAT CURE!
DR. LELAND’S
Anti Rheumatic Band,
IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN FOR
RHEUMATISM, GOUT & NEURALIGIA
AND A SURE CURE FOR
All Mercurial Diseases.
IT is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a medicated compound, to be worn around the Waist, without injury to the most delicate person; no change 
in habits of living is required, and it entirely removes 
the disease from the system, without producing the in­
jurious effects arising from the use of powerful inter­
nal medicines which weaken and destroy the consti­
tution, and give temporary relief only. By this treat­
ment, the medicinal properties contained in the Band, 
come in contact with blood and reaches the disease 
through the pores of the skin effecting in every in­
stance a perfect cure, and restores the parts afflicted 
to a healthy condition. This band is also a most pow­
erful Anti-Mercurial agent, and will entirely re­
lieve the system from the pernicious, effect of Mercury. 
Moderate cases are cured in a few days, and we are 
constantly receiving testimonials of efficacy in aggra­
vated cases of long standing.
Price $2,00, to be had of Druggists generally, or can 
be sent by mail or express with full directions for 
use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin­
cipal office.
No. 409 Broadway. New York.
G. Smith <SL Co. Sole Proprietors.
N. B.—Description Circulars Sent Free. 
ffipc Agents Wanted Everywhere
Dor sale bv James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
May 14. 1861.
UNION HALL
iffi'jSKKt.AJsXASS;.
ISAAC A. ISAACS,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
REAOTMOE
FOlt MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.
IMPORTER and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Ves­tings, Tailor's Trimmings and Furnishing Goods. Also, sole agent for the sale of
Singer’s Celebrated Sewing Machines, 
and Storr’s Automoton Pressman, and dealer in Sew­
ing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads, Ac.
Isaac A. Isaac’s Union Hall,
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Cleveland, 0.
Nov 26:y
JUSTICE’S BLANKS, handsomely printed, for sale at the Banner Office.
GW UWWMA
The Stars and Stripes Triumphant!
The Rebellion Completely Squelched!
OUR COUNTRY SAVED!
EVERY DAY brings fresh tidings of the success of the Union cause, and every day brings fresh arrivals of GROCERIES.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but 
all other Goods as comparatively cheap. Thankful 
to the public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a 
continuance of the same, and hope to merit it in fu­
ture by selling goods cheap, and fair dealing at the 
Old Corner. G. M. FAY.
Nov. 26, 1861. _______________
Round to Blaizc !
I WISH it distinctly understood that we have no connection with any other house in this city, hav­ing purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid 
him for it: he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not 
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove 
the same. [feb 26] G. M. FAY.
A
C
QUANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese
just received at the Old Corner.
Nov. 26 G. M. FAY
ALL AND SEE those nice cheap Sugars, before 
purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner,
nov 26 G. M. FAY.
WITH YOU ONCE MORE!
JOHN W. POWER,
AFTER an absence of many months, duringwhich time he has been following his profession ofPho- tographist and Ambrotypist in the principal galleries 
of Fine Art in the South and West, has returned to 
Mt. Vernon, and opened his
Union Gallery of Art,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him im­
mediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus­
sell, Sturges & Co., West side of Main street, Mt. Ver­
non, where he is prepared and furnished with the 
means of executing his art in a manner not to be sur­
passed by any artist in the land,
Life-Sized Photographs,
Painted in oil colors, by the best artist of the North 
West, Ambrotyes of all sizes, from minature to the 
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the 
most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames, 
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio. His 
Light will permit him to operate at all hours of the 
day, and in all kinds of weather, having been prepar­
ed under his immediate supervision. He feels confi­
dent that nothing is wanting to make it a perfect Gal­
lery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to furnish all 
country Artists with all kinds of Stock at Eastern pri 
ees. The entire community are cordially invited to 
call at the Union Gallery of Art.
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus­
sell, Sturges A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
June 25th, 1861. tf.
KNOX COUNTY
DRUG STORE.
JAMES BLANCHARD,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
Paints, Oil9, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye 
Stuffs,
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
PERFUMERY,
SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
SNUFF AND CIGARS,
FAMILY MEDICINES,
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
BURNETT’S LORIMEL, 
COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MANUFACTURER OF
BLANCHARD'S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pro­
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1860.
lit. Vernon Female Seminary
WE hereby announce a new arrangement in the Boarding Department of the Institution.— Young ladies hoarding in the family will aid to some 
extent in the domestic work of the family. The por­
tion of time allotted to each pupil will not exceed 
half an hour per day. Instead of retarding it will 
rather facilitate their progress in study, by its invig­
orating influence; and largely lessen the expense.— 
We propose to furnish Boarding (fuel included) and 
instruction in all the English Studies and Latin, at 
$110 per annum. -MRS. R. R. SLOAN.
Sept. 24. 1861.
Land Warrants.
PERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by sending them to the undersigned, can have them loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at fto hun­
dred and fifty dollars, payable in one year secured by 
the land entered with the warrant.
This is an excellent chance for investment, the lend­
er being rendered doubly safe, for having the benefit 
of the settlers improvements and selection of the finest 
lands in the West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
June 30. Omaha City, Nebraska Territory.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
Home Made Work.
CHARLES WEBER,
MAIN STREET, EAST SIDE, NEARL Y OP­
POSITE THE LYBRAND HOUSE.
WE keep on hand and for sale, an assortment of Ready-make Custom Work, of all kinds, of good stock and workmanship. Particular attention 
paid to Measure Work. Gents fine and coarse sewed 
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco, 
Calf and Kip Shoes, sewed and pegged, made to order 
on short notice.
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Done.
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock 
and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of 
French and Spanish Upper Leather used.
Remember the place. sept 10
Custom Work.
PARTICULAR attention paid to manfacturing Measured Work and Repairing done on the shor­test notice. [may 14] MORTON & SAPP.
NOTICE
To the Farmers of Knox County,
And the Rest of Mankind !
ALL you that have good WHEAT, and do not wish to sell it at the present prices, then bring it in to the EAGLE STEAM MILL, and have it ground—it 
will pay you to do s<» When we have money we buy 
your Wheat, and pay a fair price for it, and when we 
cannot do so we want to grind it for you and let you 
have the profits on it. You can sell all your I lour 
that is made at the Eagle Mill in the City of Mount 
Vernon, which is the best market you can ask for.— 
We make the best Flour that is made in Knox county. 
We do all kinds of CUSTOM WORK, an^.^uarantee 
satisfaction. We take less for grinding thaffany oth> 
er mill in the county. Then bring on your Wheat; 
and all other grain. We want to grind for every far­
mer in Knox county, and all others that mat give us 
a call. ‘ J. W. RUMSEY A Co.
Mt. Vernon, Nov. 25. 1861.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
THE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United States does not say that E. WILCOX has evacuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s 
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects to 
conduct his business as heretofore, in all its various 
branches. Garments of all descriptions cut and made 
to order on short notice, and as durable as can be done 
at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the moun­
tains, and in the latest style, according to eastern 
fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the best man­
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to suit custo­
mers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for their 
liberal support heretofore received, he solicits a con­
tinuance of the same, and asks as many new ones as 
feel they can trust him with their work.
ap 9:tf E. WILCOX.
Marble Hall Meat Shop.
The Union and Constitution Forever!
AZ.. BEACH
RESPECTFULLY’ announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them with FRESH MEATS, every Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday, at his elegant Marble Hall Meat Shop, on 
Main street, three doors South of Gambier. He will 
keep on hand the best kind of BEEF, VEAL, MUT­
TON, PORK, SAUSAGE, all in their season. Be 
sure and give me a call, at Marble Hall, where I shall 
tteat, you all, both great and small, to the nicest meat 
meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s so, Captain, aug 6:tf
MEDICAL.
THE subscriber respectfully informs the communi­ty in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has set­tled in said place as a regular practising Physician, 
having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such solicits 
patronage, especially from the female portion of socie­
ty. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner of Main 
and Gambier streets, entrance between Gannt A Co. 
and Munk’s stores.
ffFC" Country calls promgtly attended to.
July 23:tf JANE PAYNE, M. D.
N
HEW FURNITURE.
OW RECEIVING, at the old stand, sign of the 
Big Chair, over Sperry’s &. Co.’s Store, the
Largest and Best Stock of Furniture
Ever offered for sale in this place, consisting in part 
of
SOFAS, TETE-A-TETES, LOUNGES, 
MARBLE TOP AND MAHOGNY TABLES,
CHAIRS, CANE AND WOOD-SEAT CHAIRS, 
STANDS, CRIBS, BEDSTEADS, and in fact every 
thing usually called for in the Cabinet line. I also 
keep on hand and make to order, Curled Hair, Cotton, 
and Husk
Matrasses, Feather Bolsters and Pillows.
I have Bailey’s Curtain Fixtures, the best in use.— 
Also, a few choice Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames 
made to order.
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent 
Burial Cases, and will keed them on hand.
The public arc invited to call and examine my stock 
and prices. [ap 26] W. C. WILLIS.
JOSEPH MCORMICKS
FURNITURE GV
WARE ROOMS.
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
rpHE undersigned respectfully announces to the
1 citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, 
that he has greatly enlarged his business, and is now 
prepared to offer superior inducements to those who 
wish to purchase
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
He will at all times keep on hand a large stock of 
BUREAUS, BEDSTEADS, LOUNGES,
WARDROBES, SOFAS, HAT-RACKS,
BOOK-CASES, CENTRE, PIER and
DINING TABLES, MAHOGANY,
CANE SEAT, and COMMON CHAIRS,
MATRASSES, Ac., Ac.
And in fact every article to be found in a first-class 
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order any 
article that may be called for. I employ the very 
best workmen to be had, and every article sold will 
be warranted. I solicit a continuation of the liberal 
patronage heretofore extended to me.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
IVDERT4KIYG.
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking Bu­
siness, and having an elegant HEARSE is prepared 
to attend funerals in either town or country. Coffins 
made to order, in the best style, and on the shortest 
notice. I can be found at my Furniture Ware-rooms, 
in Banning’s Building, opposite Woodward Block, Mt. 
Vernon. Ohio. JOSEPH McCORMICK.
mar 13:tf
MEAT MARKET.
Joseph Bechtell
TAKES pleasure in an­nouncing to his friends and customers that he still 
continues to keep for sale 
the very best Beef, Mutton, 
Lamb, Pork, and Veal, at 
his cellar, on the corner of Main and Vine streets, un­
der Clark's Tailor Shop. By keeping good MEAT, 
and by honest dealing, he hopes to merit a continu­
ance of the liberal patronage he has heretofore receiv­
ed. April 27:tf
HOL ON HOUSE,
NEWARK, OHIO.
TO the citizens of Knox County, I would return my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to me since I became proprietor of this House, and for 
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make the 
HOLTON HOUSE rank equal to any house in this 
part of the State, and my Guests shall have my undi­
vided attention for their comfort, while they remain 
my guests. J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house. 
Oct 11. ’59:tf
YVOODYV.I’ LI? S
a FURNITURE
AND
CHAIRS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
—EMBRACING —
EVEItY STYI.E OF FURNITURE,
—IN—
Rosewood, Mahogany and Walnut,
SUITABLE FOR
Parlors,
Ciiambers, and
Dining Rooms,
EQUAL TO ANY IN
NEW YORK OR PHILADELPHIA,
AND AT
LOWER PRICES.
Eecry Article made by Hand and Warranted.
Cabinet-Makers
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE AND 
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
Hotels and Steamboats Furnished at the shortest notice.
Ware-rooms, Nos. 77 and 79, Third street, 
mar 17 PITTSBURGH.
JOSEPH PENNOCK. NATHAN F. HART.
PEXXOCK & HART,
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell <t Co.]
Fulton. IPo'viTxca.zL’y^-
Warehouse, 141 Wood. Street,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
A CONSTANT SUPPLY of Cooking Stoves and Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points. Tea 
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes, 
Iron Fronts for Houses and Miscellaneous Castings 
made to order. Pittsburgh, Apr. 7:tf
Taylor, Griswold A Co.
Dealers in all kinds of Foreign and Domestic
STAPLE AND FANDY DRY GOODS,
ALSO
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &c.
AT WHOLESALE ANT) RETAIL,
No. 55, SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Cleveland, April 6:y
For fine Job Work call at the Banner Office.
CUAIR AND BEDSTEAD MANCKACTORY,
. , Opposite Woodward Block,
MOUNT VERNON, 0.
Sign or the Red Bedstead, and 
Golden Chair.
Daniel McDowell,
rpAKES pleasure in announcing
A to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and 
vicinity, that having been in the bus­
iness for 39 years, in this place, he 
continues to manufacture CHAIRS 
and BEDSTEADS of every descrip­
tion, at his stand in Banning’s Build­
ing where he hopes, by braking good 
work, and selling at low prices to re­
ceive a continuation of the liberal 
patronage that has heretofore been extended to him. 
All his work is made of the very best material, and 
will be warranted to give entire satisfaction. The
patronage of the public is respectfully solicited, 
jy 12: ty
LEWIS’
TEMPLE OF ART!
I desire to inform the public that my
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
JARE COMPLETED!
AND NOW OPEN for the reception of visitors.— It is needless to comment upon my work, as it recommends itself. I make Photographs from small 
miniatures to LIFE SIZE, PLAIN or
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
IVater Colors, or India Ink.
If you have an old Daguerreotype orAmbrotype of 
a deceased friend, (no matter how poor,) it can be en 
larged to any size and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of 
the public this important branch of Photography. I 
employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledged 
best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at 
my Gallery.
AiUBROTYPES
And aM small work done on short notice. YYc extend 
a cordial invitation to all to call and examine Speci­
mens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over 
Taylor, Gantt & Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr 
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic­
tures positively not taken at these rooms,
nov 13-1 y. N. E. LEWIS.
Coach and Carriage Factory,
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
WILLIAM SANDERSON
RESPECTFULLY informs the public and his friends that he continues to manufacture Carri­ages, Barouches, Rockaways, . Buggies, YVagons, 
Sleighs and Choriats, in all their various styles of 
finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with strict regard to du­
rability and beauty of finish. Repairs will also be 
attended to on the most reasonable terms. As I use 
in all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and em 
ploy none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident 
that all who favor me with their patronage, will be 
perfectly satisfied on a trial of their work. A11 my 
work will be warranted.
Purchasers are requested to give me a call be­
fore buying elsewhere. * Mar. 20:tf.
A CARD.
THE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now 
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his old 
friends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the hand, social chat and then furnish them 
with any thing in the line of business they are to be 
supplied with at this place. The same business is 
continued here as you will see by advertisement.
Come on Farmers and all others and support home 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
furlong“foundky.
S. DAVIS &L co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF
MOWERS AND REAPERS
CALLED THE
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
THE most simple in construction and perfect in its operation, the lightest in draft, and least liable to get out of order of any in use. Now if farmers of 
Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Come and try
Furlong Foundry.
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and the above 
representations will be realized or no sale. Also,
Sugar Mills with B. I>. Evans’ 
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20th, 1869. These mills are heavy 
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unexcel­
led by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any pat- 
tent yet in use, and is so constructed, that the fur­
nace part serves for a stove, for a kitchen or cooking 
vegetables for stock, and all its advantages over oth­
ers for convenience, has to be seen and used to be 
properly appreciated. Those wishing to purchase 
will be but wise to examine this before buying else­
where.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the vari­
ous styles and descriptions made and repaired that 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, 
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5 ; Hiser right and 
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination 
Plow with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, <fec., 
Ac. Also, Scrapers with cast points, an excellent 
article. Also, Castings, Machinery. Ac., to order*
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24 M. C. Furlong, Gen. Ag’t.
Mount Vernon
WOOLEN FACTORY!
Tile Subscriber would call the attention of the pub­lic to the fact, that the Old Lucerene Factory is remowed to Mt. Vernon, at
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY.
And it is being fitted up with good Machinery fordo 
ing a Custom business, nnd that I am now ready to 
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere, 
'Sattinett, Blankets and Flannel on shares or by the 
Yard.
Also, Carding and spinning; Carding Rolls and
Cloth-Dressing done on Short Notice. All work war 
ranted done in the best manner and as cheap as the 
cheapest.
Wool will be received at the Old Factory at Lucer­
ene and work returned. II. E. WILKINSON. 
June 19.
Valuable Farm for Sale.
OZAJA ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, 
C)\J\J 200 cleared, and under good state of culti­
vation, and containing a good frame Dwelling house, 
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables, 
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situated in
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt. \ ernon, and 3£ miles from Frede 
ricktown. Said premises are well situated, and are 
watered with seven good springs, and two large 
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all 
in one lot, or divided into One hundred acre lots to 
suit purchasers, and sold on time.
jan 22-tf DAVID BRADDOCK
Bown «fc Tetley,
NO. 136 WOOD STREET, P1TTBURGII,
Rifle Manufacturers,
IMPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar­rel shot guns, sporting apparatus, gun maker ma­terials, has just received, by Express, direct from the 
manufacturers, a splendid assortment of Colts Re­
peating Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of 
which we will sell for cash at as low prices as they 
can be bought in the city of New York. Persons go­
ing to Australia and California will find that they 
can do better by purchasing their equipage at home, 
than they can among strangers—as we give persons 
a chance to try any of the above pistols before leav­
ing the city, and in case of a failure we refund the 
money.
Sept. 11-tf.________ BOWN A TETLEY.
W. P. COOKE & CO.,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IX
Leather, Hides and Oil,
SHOE FINDING^SHEEP PELTS AND YVOOL,
No. 35, Water Street,
CJI.BFFIjANO, OHIO.
Particular attention paid to orders.
W.^COOKE. E. DENNIS,
Cleveland, March 31:tf
TO1tJ ly executed at this office.
justness (£arbs.
B: C. HURD. FRANK H. HURD
R. C. IIURD & SON,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
mar 12-tf MOUNX VERNON, OHIO.
W. L. BANE.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
J-S" OFFICE—Rooms formerly occupied by Hos­
mer Curtis, Esq., three doors south of the Bank.
Nov. 5-tf.
JOHN ADAMS,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
And Notary Public,
OFFICE—In Ward’s New Building, 
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
March 11-tf.
WILLIAM DUNBAR,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO. 
fiHS" OFFICE—In Banning Building, northwest
corner of Main and Vine Streets, in the room former­
ly occupied by M. H. Mitchell. jc 14
HENRY S. MITCHELL.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—North side of Kremlin Block. 
August 28, 1860-ly.
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
Attorney at Law.
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Prompt attention given to Collections and Secur­
ing all Claims entrusted to his care.
C. F. Baldwin, is also a Notary Public, and
will attend to such business as is authorized by his 
commission, with promptness and despatch.
April 10th, 1869-6ino.
EMMET W. COTTON,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO,
Will attend to all business intrusted to him, In any
of the Courts.
OFFICE—N. E. corner of Main and Gam­
bier Streets, over Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring estab­
lishment. Oct. 20.
SAMUEL ISRAEL. JOSEPH C. DEVIN
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
Attorneys and CouiiNellors at Law,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
Prompt attention given to all business entrusted to
them, and especially to collecting and securing claims 
in any part of the state of Ohio.
OFFICE—Three doors South of the Knox
County Bank. Dec. 7-tf.
I). C. MONTGOMERY,
Attorney at Law.
Alain Street, Below the Knox County Bank. 
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Special attention given to the collection of claims, 
and the purchase and sale Real-Estate.
IIIAYTE for sale unimproved lands as follows:640 across in Osage county, Missouri.605 acres in Warren county. Missouri.
302 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
83 acres in Mercer county, Ohio, 
mar 1
SASH, BOORS AXB BLINDS.
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
ANNOUNCE to the citizens of Knox and tl surrounding counties, that they are now props ed to manufacture to order all kinds of Sash. Doo 
and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, and all we: 
required in house finishing. We shall use the ve 
best material, and will warrant all our work.
Shop on High street, opposite the Court Hous
Mount Vernon, Ohio. march 20.
J. B. HILLER,
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
No. 109 main st., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Gilded side and top lights, windowCurtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures fram­
ed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable terms.— 
Stenceling in paper or metal neatly executed.
P. S. Block letters to order. May 22,1860.OiBKOTYPES AND MELAIN0TYPES.
G. A. McBONALD.
UCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully 
O announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vi­
cinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes A 
Melainotypes, in the best style of art, at his rooms in 
Woodward Block. From a long experience in busi­
ness he flatters himself that he will give entire satis­
faction to all who may favor bim^with business. Prices 
as low as the lowest. Please give me a call before 
engaging pictures elsewhere. » [may 1 tf.
New Firm.
Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.
1IOBTOX <Jt SAPP
r) ESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount V Vernon and vicinity, that they arc no« prepar­ed to suit every one in their line of business, at prices 
that cannot be sold under.
GO AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all 
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we 
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the 
latest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps; and 
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy 
their Leather and Findings at
Alorton & Sapp’s Boat and Shoe Store,
Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building, 
Mt. Yrernon, Ohio. may 14
CABINET BUSINESS.
JS. Martin.
TAKES pleasure in announcing to tho citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to carry on the
Cabinet Making Business.
all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of 
ain street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where
"•ill be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs Bedsteads, 
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
UNDERTAKING.
I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hearse, and will be ready to attend funerals whenev­
er called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand and 
made to order. J. S. MARTIN.
feb. 8 : tf_________________________ _________
Dr. B. McBRIAB.
Surgeon X>exxtlst,
WOULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per­manently located in Mt. Y’ernon, for the purpose of 
practicing his profession in the best and most sub­
stantial style of the art, and I would say to those who 
may favor me with their patronage, that my work 
shall and will compare both in beauty and durability 
with any in the State. I would also say to those who 
are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that I am pre­
pared to treat all diseases of the mouth under any 
form. Also to remove tumors from the mouth or an­
trum. All operations warranted, and moderate char­
ges. I have taken a lease of my present suit of 
rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years with the refusal 
of ten. The best of references can be given.
[June 19, I860.
REMOVAL.
BB. C. M. KELSEY’,
DENTIST,
HAS taken for a term of years the rooms formerly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Tay­lor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the vari­
ous duties of his profession with an experience of oyer 
16 years constant practice, and an acquaintance with 
all the late improvement in the art, he feels confident 
of giving entire satisfaction. The best skill of tho 
profession warranted to be exercised in every case.
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately pro- 
oared from the east.
Entrance on Main street, between Taylor, Gantt A
Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
April 19, 1859-tf
"sash, door and bund ”
FACTORY!
t |THE Subscribers would inform their friends and
JL the public generally, that they have removed 
their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, YVcst of 
High Street, where, in connection with S. Davis, they 
keep on hand and manufacture to order on short no­
tice.
Boors, Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular 
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order, 
We would ask for a new firm a continuance of the pa­
tronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS & PATTERSON.
Mt. VernoB, 0., June 12, 1860.1)
